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Plaintiff Lawrence Treppel is a stockholder of nominal defendant EZCORP, Inc.

He brought this action derivatively to challenge the fairness of three advisory services

agreements between EZCORP and defendant Madison Park LLC, an entity affiliated with

defendant Phillip Ean Cohen, who is EZCORP~s controlling stockholder (together, the

{?`Ydd]f_]\ =_j]]e]flk|(. Treppel regards the agreements as an unfair means by which

Cohen extracted a non-ratable return from EZCORP.

The complaint originally named as defendants the individuals who served on

EZCORP~k ZgYj\ g^ \aj][lgjk 'l`] {>gYj\|( o`]f l`] Challenged Agreements were

approved. The complaint also named as defendants Madison Park, Cohen, and the two

entities through which Cohen controls EZCORP. Since then, Treppel has dismissed all

the individual defendants except Cohen and Thomas C. Roberts, one of the directors who

approved two of the Challenged Agreements while serving on the Board~s Audit

Committee.

The remaining defendants moved to dismiss the complaint (i) pursuant to Rule

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim on which relief can be granted and (ii) pursuant to

Rule 23.1 for failing to plead demand excusal. This decision grants the Rule 12(b)(6)

motion in part, holding that Count IV of the complaint does not state a viable claim.

Count III is dismissed as to Cohen on the same basis. Otherwise the motions are denied.

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The facts for purposes of this decision are drawn predominantly from the Verified

Amended Stockholder Derivativ] ?gehdYafl 'l`] {?gehdYafl|( Yf\ l`] \g[me]flk al

incorporates by reference. Some additional facts are drawn from documents which the
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defendants identified as subject to judicial notice. See In re General Motors (Hughes)

Sfholder Litig., 897 A.2d 162, 169 (Del. 2006). Despite having introduced and relied on

those documents in their opening briefs, the defendants contended that Treppel could not

refer to them in his answering brief, claiming that for him to do so would be to permit a

plaintiff to rely on material outside the complaint. By making this inequitable argument,

the defendants hoped to eat their cake (by going beyond the pleadings to rely on

documents they chose and introduced) while still having it (by preventing Treppel from

citing or arguing for inferences from the same documents).

The rule barring a plaintiff from introducing new material in an answering brief

seeks to limit the extent to which the basis for a judicial decision can shift during briefing

and guards against unfair prejudice to the defendants. These considerations do not apply

when the defendants themselves introduce documents with their opening brief and argue

persuasively that the materials are subject to judicial notice. At that point, the plaintiff

and the court can rely on them as well.

The allegations of the Complaint and the documents suitable for consideration at

the pleadings stage could support inferences that would favor either the plaintiff or the

defendants. At this procedural stage, the plaintiff receives the benefit of all reasonable

inferences. See Parts II & III, infra.

A. The Company

EZCORP is a Delaware corporation with its headquarters in Austin, Texas. It

provides instant cash solutions through a variety of products and services, including pawn

loans, other short-term consumer loans, and purchases of customer merchandise.
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EZCORP has two classes of stock: Class A Non-Voting Common Stock and Class

B Voting Common Stock. The Class A stock trades publicly on NASDAQ under the

la[c]j kqeZgd {AVLS,| Defendant MS Pawn L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, owns

all of the Class B stock.

MS Pawn L.P. is controlled by its sole general partner, MS Pawn Corp. Cohen is

the sole owner of the stock of MS Pawn Corp. Through MS Pawn L.P. and MS Pawn

Corp. 'lg_]l`]j* {IO LYof|(, Cohen controls EZCORP.

One consequence of EZCORP~s capital structure is that Cohen controls 100% of

EZCORP~s voting power despite owning only a minority of its equity. As of June 30,

2014, there were 50,612,246 shares of Class A stock outstanding, but only 2,970,171

shares of Class B stock outstanding. Except for voting rights carried by the Class B

shares, the rights, powers, privileges, and preferences of the two classes of stock are

functionally identical. The Class B shares through which Cohen controls EZCORP thus

represent only 5.5% of the outstanding stock.

As control rights diverge from equity ownership, the controller has heightened

incentives to engage in related-party transactions and cause the corporation to make other

forms of non-pro rata transfers. Economists call this {lmff]daf_.| See Simon Johnson et

al., Tunneling, 90 Am. Econ. Rev. 22 (2000). The basic insight is a simple one: by virtue

of its control over the firm, the controller can direct how that firm deploys its capital. As

an equity owner, the controller participates in the resulting benefits (and losses) in

proportion to its equity stake, effectively gaining or losing on a pro rata basis with other

stockholders. By contrast, in a related-party transaction, the controller receives 100% of
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the benefit while only funding the payment to the extent of its equity stake. The balance

of the payment is funded by the unaffiliated equity holders. The economic incentive to

tunnel varies inversely with the controller~s equity stake. All else equal, as the

controller~s equity stake declines, the relative benefit from a direct payment increase.1

To use a simple example, assume that EZCORP had sufficient net profits available

to pay a dividend of $0.10 per share. The total cost of the dividend would be $5.36

1 The simplified discussion in the text makes the basic point. The scholarly
analyses are more complex and nuanced. See, e.g., Lucian A. Bebchuk, Reinier
Kraakman & George G. Triantis, Stock Pyramids, Cross-ownership, and Dual Class
Equity: The Mechanisms and Agency Costs of Separating Control from Cash-flow Rights,
in Concentrated Corporate Ownership 295 (R. Morck ed., 2000); Paul A. Gompers, Joy
Ishii & Andrew Metrick, Extreme Governance: An Analysis of Dual-Class Firms in the
United States, 23 Rev. Fin. Studs. 1051 (2010); Robert W. Masulis, Cong Wang & Fei
Xie, Agency Problems at Dual-Class Companies, 64 J. Fin. 1697 (2009); Belen
Villalonga & Raphael Amit, How Are U.S. Family Firms Controlled, 22 Rev. Fin. Studs.
3047 (2009); Hector V. Almeida & Daniel Wolfenzon, A Theory of Pyramidal
Ownership and Family Business Groups, 61 J. Fin. 2637 (2006); Stijn Claessens et al.,
Disentangling the Incentive and Entrenchment Effects of Large Shareholdings, 57 J. Fin.
2741 (2002). There is empirical support for the insight. See, e.g., Deborah A. Demott,
Guests At The Table? Independent Directors In Family-Influenced Public Companies, 33
J. Corp. L. 819, 831-32 (2008) (describing study of dual-class companies which found
l`Yl ^aje nYdm] oYk f]_Ylan]dq Ykkg[aYl]\ oal` Y {o]\_]| Z]lo]]f [Yk`-flow and voting
rights, Yf\ l`Yl {^aje nYdm] \][daf]k l`] _j]Yl]j l`] \akhjghgjlagf Z]lo]]f afka\]jk~
][gfgea[ afl]j]kl af l`] ^aje Yf\ l`]aj \]_j]] g^ nglaf_ [gfljgd| 'imglYlagf eYjck
omitted)); id. at 833-34 (describing study of dual-class companies which found results
consistefl oal` l`] `qhgl`]kak l`Yl {afka\]jk `gd\af_ egj] nglaf_ ja_`lk j]dYlan] lg [Yk`
^dgo ja_`lk ]pljY[l egj] hjanYl] Z]f]^alk Yl l`] ]ph]fk] g^ gmlka\] k`Yj]`gd\]jk|
(quotation marks omitted)); see also Maribel Sáez & María Gutiérrez, Dividend Policy
with Controlling Shareholders, 16 Theoretical Inquiries L. 107, 127 (2015) (concluding
l`Yl {Ydd l`] ]ehaja[Yd ]na\]f[] ^gj [gmflja]k oal` [gf[]fljYl]\ gof]jk`ah kljm[lmj]k ak
[gfkakl]fl oal`| l`] l`]gjq l`Yl {[gfljgddaf_ k`Yj]`gd\]jk hj]^]j lg Ynga\ hjg-rata
disljaZmlagfk g^ hjg^alk| Yf\ hj]^]j lg {c]]h j]lYaf]\ ]Yjfaf_k afka\] l`] [gjhgjYlagf
where they can redistribute a greater part of these earnings to themselves through
tunneling, self-\]Ydaf_ Yf\ j]dYl]\ hYjlq ljYfkY[lagfk|(.
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million ($0.10 * 53,582,417 total shares outstanding). If Cohen owned 100% of the

outstanding shares, then there would be no difference (ignoring tax effects) between

having EZCORP declare the dividend on all shares versus paying Cohen $5.36 million

directly under a services agreement or other form of contract. But as Cohen~s assumed

level of equity ownership declines, so does his share of a dividend, making the alternative

of direct contractual compensation more attractive. At 51% equity ownership, Cohen

would receive just over half of a dividend ($2.7 million), but he would receive all of a

contractual payment. EZCORP~s dual class structure makes the difference even more

dramatic. Through the Class B shares, Cohen would receive only $297,017 from the

dividend ($0.10 * 2,970,171 Class B shares) with the other 94% of the value going to the

Class A shares. If EZCORP deployed the same $5.36 million of available cash to pay for

advisory services from a Cohen entity, then Cohen would receive the entire $5.36 million

while only indirectly bearing 5.5% of the cost through his equity stake. He would come

out ahead by $5.065 million.

EZCORP~s market capitalization is not large. On September 8, 2015 (the date of

oral argument on the motions to dismiss), the Class A stock closed at $6.10 per share.

The trading price implied an equity value of $326 million. As of January 21, 2016, the

Class A stock closed at $3.29 per share. That figure represents a substantial discount from

the shares~ peak at $35.58 per share in May 2011.

B. The Predecessor Agreements

EZCORP has a history of entering into advisory services agreements with entities

affiliated with Cohen. From 1996 through 2004, EZCORP entered into a series of
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services agreements with non-party Morgan Schiff, an investment firm founded by

Cohen. Under these agreements, EZCORP paid $33,333 per month to Morgan Schiff,

which by 2004 had increased to $100,000 per month ($1.2 million annually). After an

expense review, EZCORP discovered it had overpaid Morgan Schiff by $400,000.

EZCORP recovered the overpayment and elected not to renew its arrangement with

Morgan Schiff.

For part of the period covered by the agreements with Morgan Schiff, EZCORP

paid a dividend to its stockholders. According to EZCORP~s public filings, the Board

declared an annual dividend of $0.05 per share in cash, payable quarterly, on August 25,

1998. EZCORP continued making a quarterly dividend payment of $0.0125 per share

through March 31, 2000. Since then, EZCORP has not paid any dividends, and the Board

has stated consistently that it does not anticipate paying any dividends in the future.

Based on the number of shares currently outstanding, an annual dividend of $0.05 per

share would cost $2.68 million. As previously noted, an annual dividend of $0.10 per

share would cost $5.36 million.

In 2004, shortly after terminating its relationship with Morgan Schiff, EZCORP

entered into a services agreement with a different Cohen affiliate, defendant Madison

Park. The initial services agreement called for EZCORP to pay Madison Park $100,000

per month ($1.2 million annually) for a period of three years. Beginning in September

2007, when the initial services agreement expired, EZCORP and Madison Park entered

into a series of annual services agreements. In the 2007 agreement, Madison Park~s

monthly fee increased by 50% to $150,000 ($1.8 million annually). In 2008, it increased
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by 33% to $200,000 ($2.4 million annually). In 2009, it increased by 50% to $300,000

($3.6 million annually). In 2010, it increased by 33% to $400,000 ($4.8 million

annually).

C. The 2011 Agreement

On September 30, 2011, EZCORP entered into the first of the Challenged

Agreements, which was to cover EZCORP~s 2012 ^ak[Yd q]Yj 'l`] {0.// =_j]]e]fl|(. In

return for payments of $500,000 per month ($6 million annually), Madison Park agreed

to provide advisory services relating to EZCORP~s business and long term strategic

planning, including

(a) identifying, evaluating, and negotiating potential acquisitions and
strategic alliances; (b) assessing operating and strategic objectives,
including new business development; (c) advising on investor relations and
relations with investment bankers, securities analysts, and other members
of the financial services industry; (d) assisting in international business
development and strategic investment opportunities; and (e) analyzing,
evaluating, and advising on various financial matters.

Compl. ¶ 54. The payments to Madison Park under the 2011 Agreement represented

approximately 5% of EZCORP~s net income for that year. Id. ¶ 80.

The 2011 Agreement was approved by the Board~s Audit Committee, comprising

at the time defendant Roberts and previously dismissed defendants William C. Love and

John Farrell. Each was an outside director. According to the Complaint, they rubber-

stamped the 2011 Agreement without serious analysis because of their cozy positions as

directors at Cohen~s company. Roberts had been a director since 2005 and was paid

$239,040 in that capacity in 2011. Love had joined the Board earlier in 2011 and was

paid $209,040 for his service as a director in that year. Farrell had recently joined the
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Board and received $15,285 for serving as a director in 2011. For purposes of calling into

question the independence of directors of a Delaware corporation, those allegations are

palpably thin.

D. The 2012 Agreement

On October 1, 2012, EZCORP and Madison Park entered into the second of the

Challenged Agreements, which covered EZCORP~s 2013 ^ak[Yd q]Yj 'l`] {0./0

=_j]]e]fl|(, Under that agreement, Madison Park~s fee increased by 20% to $600,000

per month ($7.2 million annually). In return, Madison Park agreed to provide the same

services covered by the 2011 Agreement, plus three new items:

[(i)] analyzing financial condition and the results of operations, including
evaluating strengths and weakness of financial performance; [ii] advising
on dividend policy, [and] . . . [(iii)] briefing the Board on business
strategy. . . .

Id. ¶ 55. The payments to Madison Park under the 2012 Agreement again represented

approximately 5% of EZCORP~s net income for that year. Id. ¶ 80.

The Complaint alleges that the 2012 Agreement was approved by the Audit

Committee, which again comprised Roberts, Love, and Farrell. The Complaint again

asserts that they rubber-stamped the agreement without serious analysis because of their

cozy positions as directors at Cohen~s company.

By this point, Roberts had served for another year as a director of EZCORP, for

which he was paid $261,076. Roberts also received an unidentified sum for his service as

Y \aj][lgj g^ =dZ]eYjd] & >gf\ Dgd\af_k* hd[ '{=dZ]eYjd] & >gf\|(* Yf AV?KNL

affiliate. The same was true for Farrell, who was paid $216,076 for serving as a director
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of EZCORP and received an additional unidentified amount for serving as a director of

Albemarle & Bond. Love too had served another year as a director of EZCORP, for

which he was paid $234,076. He also served as a director of a different EZCORP

affiliate, Cash Converters International Limited '{?Yk` ?gfn]jl]jk|(, for which he

received an unidentified amount.

Although marginally thicker than what the Complaint offered regarding the

directors~ incentives for purposes of the 2011 Agreement, the allegations regarding the

2012 Agreement remain meager. Noticeably absent was any quantification of the

payments that the directors received from EZCORP affiliates.

E. The 2013 Renewal

On October 9, 2013, EZCORP and Madison Park agreed to extend the 2012

Agreement for another year (the {2013 Renewal|(. The services that Madison Park

agreed to provide and the compensation it received remained the same, but because

revenue fell, the payments ended up representing approximately 21% of EZCORP~s net

income. Id. ¶ 80.

The Complaint alleges that the 2013 Renewal was approved by the Audit

Committee, which at this point consisted of Love, Farrell, and Joseph J. Beal. The

Complaint again alleges that they rubber-stamped the extension to preserve their cozy

positions as directors. In 2013, Love was paid $250,345 for his service as a director of

EZCORP, plus an additional $81,127 for serving as a director of Cash Converters. Farrell

was paid $230,345 for his service as a director of EZCORP, plus an additional $69,174

for serving as a director of Albemarle & Bond. Beal had been a director since 2009 and
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joined the Audit Committee in August 2013. He was paid $245,345 for his service in that

year, plus $81,127 for serving as a director of Cash Converters. The quantification of the

additional payments that the Audit Committee members received for serving as directors

of other Cohen entities makes these allegations stronger.

F. Treppel_s Criticisms Of The Challenged Agreements

Treppel contends that the Challenged Agreements were not legitimate contracts

for services but rather a means by which Cohen extracted a non-ratable cash return from

EZCORP. Madison Park was a small firm with limited resources, and EZCORP was its

only publicly traded client in the United States. None of EZCORP~s peer companies had

retainer agreements with similar service providers.

During the period when EZCORP was paying Madison Park to provide advisory

services related to core management functions, EZCORP had an experienced and highly

compensated team of senior managers whose jobs included the tasks mentioned in the

Challenged Agreements. For example, Paul E. Rothamel served as EZCORP~s CEO. He

had significant executive experience as a CEO and a history of leadership positions at

large public and private companies. In its Form 10Ks, EZCORP described him as having

executive management and expertise in the areas covered by the Challenged Agreements,

including strategic planning, financial planning, risk management, and business

development. See id. ¶ 39. Rothamel~s job description covered similar areas. See id. ¶ 40.

During the period covered by the Challenged Agreements, EZCORP paid Rothamel more

than $12.2 million in total compensation. In 2012, Rothamel and EZCORP~s named

executive officers were in the 72nd percentile of peer companies in terms of
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compensation. In 2013, Rothamel was in the 75th percentile of peer companies in terms

of CEO compensation. See id. ¶ 46.

Also during the period covered by the Challenged Agreements, Mark E.

Kuchenrither served as EZCORP~s CFO. He had previously served in other executive

capacities at EZCORP, as an executive at a major private equity firm, and as the CFO of

two smaller companies. See id. ¶ 42. As with Rothamel, Kuchenrither had a job

description that covered many of the areas where Madison Park ostensibly was being

paid for its services, including planning, implementing, managing, and controlling

EZCORP~s financially related activities. See id. ¶ 43. During the period covered by the

Challenged Agreements, EZCORP paid Kuchenrither approximately $7.89 million in

total compensation.

Other members of EZCORP~s senior management team had substantial

backgrounds in finance, planning, and strategic development. Many had decades of

experience in related fields and with other companies. As a group, the management team

was well paid, receiving compensation that ranked in the 66th percentile for senior

management among peer companies in 2012.

The Complaint observes that despite having an experienced and sophisticated

management team, EZCORP paid Madison Park millions in fees under the Challenged

Agreements. To reiterate, none of EZCORP~s peer companies employed an outside firm

to provide the kinds of advisory services that Madison Park purportedly provided to

EZCORP. Indeed, according to the Complaint, the sum that EZCORP paid Madison Park

{^Yj ]p[]]\k o`Yl AV?KNL gj Yfq g^ alk [gehYjYZd] [gehYfa]k `Yn] hYa\ alk ^mdd-time
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]p][mlan]k ^gj hjgna\af_ l`] kYe] k]jna[]k gn]j l`] kYe] h]jag\,| Id. ¶ 2. As Treppel sees

it, the services that Madison Park purportedly provi\]\ {o]j] kmZklYflaYddq* a^ fgl ]flaj]dq

duplicative of the services provided to [EZCORP] by Rothamel, Kuchenrither, and the

j]kl g^ AV?KNL k]fagj eYfY_]e]fl,| Id. ¶ 77.

Treppel argues that the 2013 Renewal was all the more suspect because the

amounts due to Madison Park remained the same even though EZCORP~s net income

went down.

In fiscal year 2013, [EZCORP] only earned net income of $38.4 million,
down significantly from the $150.5 million in net income from the year
before. Despite this dramatic decrease, and the fact that [EZCORP~s] net
income in 2013 rivaled . . . its net income in 2007, [EZCORP] still paid
Madison Park $7.2 million in fiscal year 2013 and agreed to pay the same
amount for fiscal year 2014, compared to $6 million for fiscal year 2012,
and $1.2 million in 2007 (the last time the Company earned net income of
less than $40 million).

Id. ¶ 67. During 2013, the Compensation Committee refused to pay Rothamel or

Kuchenrither a bonus because of EZCORP~s poor performance. Two of the three

members of the Compensation Committee (Beal and Love) also served on the Audit

Committee, yet the Audit Committee continued to pay Madison Park at the same rate.

Treppel and his counsel do not contend that directors of a publicly traded

company act questionably if they hire an external consulting firm. Far from it, they

recognize that hiring a consulting firm can be entirely legitimate and prudent. The

Complaint is factually and situationally specific: it questions one particular firm~s hiring

of a consulting company affiliated with its controller given the qualifications and

capabilities of the firm, the circumstances associated with the hiring, the terms of the
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services agreement, the compensation provided, and the interested nature of the

relationship.

G. The Audit Committee Terminates The 2013 Renewal.

On May 20, 2014, the Audit Committee terminated the 2013 Renewal. The

members of the Audit Committee at the time were Love and Beal. The effective date of

the termination was June 19, 2014. The Complaint supports a reasonable inference that

Love and Beal terminated the relationship because they had concerns about the fairness

of the relationship.

The termination of the 2013 Renewal prompted responses from both the plaintiff

and Cohen. On July 9, 2014, Treppel sent a letter to EZCORP pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 220

'l`] {O][lagf 00. @]eYf\|( in which he sought to examine the services agreements and

related documents. On July 17, 2014, EZCORP refused to provide any of the requested

documentation. Among other things, EZCORP claimed that the Section 220 Demand

failed to set forth a credible basis to infer any wrongdoing.

Cohen~s response had more immediate and dramatic effect. On July 18, 2014, he

used his voting power to clean house. First, he removed Rothamel, Love, and Beal from

the Board. To reiterate, Love and Beal were the members of the Audit Committee who

had voted to terminate the services agreement with Madison Park, and Rothamel was the

CEO at the time. A third director, Charles A. Bauer, resigned that same day.

Cohen filled one of the Board vacancies with Lachlan P. Given, who had been a

managing director at Madison Park and was still a paid consultant to the firm. Given

became the non-executive Chairman of the Board. Cohen filled another vacancy with
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Kuchenrither, EZCORP~s CFO, who became its interim CEO and President. After the

changes, the Board comprised Kuchenrither, Given, Santiago Creel Miranda, and Pablo

Lagos Espinosa. Miranda and Espinosa were outside directors. Roberts had retired from

the Board in January 2014.

H. This Litigation

Treppel commenced this action by filing his initial complaint on July 28, 2014 at

3:02 p.m. At that time, the Board still comprised Kuchenrither, Given, Miranda, and

Espinosa. Treppel alleged that the Board could not impartially consider a litigation

demand because at least two of the directorszKuchenrither and Givenzwere insiders

who were not independent from Cohen and Madison Park.

Approximately one hour after Treppel filed suit, EZCORP issued a press release

announcing that l`] >gYj\ `Y\ {expanded its size to seven| Yf\ ]d][l]\ {Joseph L.

Nglmf\Y* P`geYk ?, NgZ]jlk* Yf\ L]l]j ?meafk lg k]jn] Yk \aj][lgjk,| ?gehd, w 7,

EZCORP issued the announcement through several media outlets, each after 4:00 p.m.

GlobeNewswire and The Wall Street Journal published the announcement at 4:01 p.m.

and 4:06 p.m., respectively.

Treppel filed the currently operative Complaint on September 23, 2014. It contains

four counts:

' Count I asserted a claim for breach of fiduciary duty against l`] {@aj][lgj
@]^]f\Yflk*| o`ge l`] ?gehdYafl \]^af]\ Yk Love, Beal, Farrell, Espinosa, Roberts,
Miranda, and Sterling B. Brinkley. Each of these individuals served as a member of
the Board during the time when EZCORP entered into one or more of the Challenged
Agreements.
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' Count II asserted a claim for waste of corporate assets against the Director
Defendants.

' Count III asserted a claim against Cohen and MS Pawn for aiding and abetting the
Director Defendants in breaching their fiduciary duties.

' Count IV asserted a claim against Cohen and Madison Park for unjust enrichment.

All of the defendants moved to dismiss the Complaint and filed their opening

briefs. Treppel proposed to dismiss voluntarily his claims against Rothamel, Espinosa,

and Brinkley without prejudice, and this court approved the dismissal by separate order.

After Treppel filed his answering brief, he proposed to dismiss voluntarily his claims

against Love, Beal, and Farrell without prejudice. By separate opinion and order, this

court dismissed the claims with prejudice as to Treppel only. At this point, the remaining

defendants are Cohen, Madison Park, MS Pawn, and Roberts.

II. THE RULE 12(b)(6) ANALYSIS

The remaining defendants have moved to dismiss the Complaint pursuant to Rule

12(b)(6) for failing to state a claim on which relief can be granted. When considering

such a motion,

(i) all well-pleaded factual allegations are accepted as true; (ii) even vague
allegations are well-pleaded if they give the opposing party notice of the
claim; (iii) the Court must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the
non-moving party; and (iv) dismissal is inappropriate unless the plaintiff
would not be entitled to recover under any reasonably conceivable set of
circumstances susceptible of proof.

Savor, Inc. v. FMR Corp., 812 A.2d 894, 896y97 (Del. 2002) (footnotes and quotation

marks omitted).

A. Cleaning Up The Complaint Through The Defense Of Laches
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The Complaint~s allegations described a series of related-party agreements,

initially between EZCORP and Morgan Schiff and subsequently between EZCORP and

Madison Park. When it addressed the Challenged Agreements, the Complaint did so in a

jumbled way, as if the drafters originally targeted the 2013 Renewal and only later

decided to add the 2011 and 2012 Agreements. The counts of the Complaint did not

single out the Challenged Agreements. The reader must draw that inference from the

relatively greater level of detail that the Complaint provided when dealing with those

contracts. Not surprisingly, the defendants interpreted the Complaint as purporting to

challenge every agreement it mentioned, and they raised defenses such as laches designed

to limit the scope of the Complaint.

At oral argument, Treppel~s counsel represented that the Complaint only attacked

the Challenged Agreements. To eliminate any doubt, this decision holds that laches bars

any claims relating to conduct predating July 28, 2011.

{WPX`] damitations of actions applicable in a court of law are not controlling in

]imalq,| Reid v. Spazio, 970 A.2d 176, 183 (Del. 2009). Nevertheless, because equity

_]f]jYddq ^gddgok l`] dYo* {Y hYjlq~s failure to file within the analogous period of

limitations will be given great weight in deciding whether the claims are barred by

dY[`]k,| Whittington v. Dragon Gp., L.L.C., 991 A.2d 1, 9 (Del. 2009). The analogous

limitations period for the claims in this case is three years. See 10 Del. C. § 8106; Walc

Mart Stores, Inc. v. AIG Life Ins. Co., 860 A.2d 312, 319 (Del. 2004). Although a laches

analysis is often fact-afl]fkan]* l`] \g[ljaf] [Yf Z] Yhhda]\ Yl l`] hd]Y\af_k klY_] a^ {l`]
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[gehdYafl alk]d^ Ydd]_]k ^Y[lk l`Yl k`go l`Yl l`] [gehdYafl ak ^ad]\ lgg dYl],| Kahn v.

Seaboard Corp., 625 A.2d 269, 277 (Del. Ch. 1993) (Allen, C.).

In this case, Treppel filed his initial complaint on July 28, 2014. Any cause of

action that accrued before July 28, 2011, is therefore presumptively barred by laches.

There are no tolling doctrines that might apply. Accordingly, any claims addressing the

services agreements that pre-dated July 28, 2011, are dismissed. The Challenged

Agreements post-date July 28, 2011, with the 2011 Agreement having been executed on

September 30, 2011, so those claims survive.

B. Count I: Breach of Fiduciary Duty

Count I of the Complaint alleges that by entering into the Challenged Agreements

and making the payments they contemplated, the defendants breached their fiduciary

duties. This count states a claim against Cohen, MS Pawn, and Roberts.

1. The Proper Defendants

As originally plead, Count I contended that all of the members of the Board who

served during 2011, 2012, and 2013 breached their fiduciary duties, but it did not contend

that Cohen breached his fiduciary duties as a controlling stockholder. Count I thus

a\]fla^a]\ Yk alk lYj_]lk l`] {@aj][lgj @]^]f\Yflk*| o`a[` al \]^af]\ Yk Hgn]* >]Yd* BYjj]dd*

Espinosa, Roberts, Miranda, and Brinkley. Based on the allegations of the Complaint,

however, the full Board never acted on any of the Challenged Agreements. Only the

Audit Committee did, and its members during those years, in varying combinations, were

Love, Beal, Farrell, and Roberts. As noted, Treppel subsequently dismissed voluntarily

Rothamel, Espinosa, and Brinkley, and this court dismissed Love, Beal, and Farrell.
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Roberts is now the only named Director Defendant. There is no dispute that Roberts is a

proper defendant for purposes of Count I, assuming the count states a claim.

For reasons that are comprehensible, but which in my view are neither legally

sound nor persuasive, Treppel sued Cohen for aiding and abetting the breaches of duty

committed by the Director Defendants, rather suing Cohen for breaching the fiduciary

duties he owed as a controlling stockholder. In making this observation, I intimate no

view as to whether Cohen actually breached his fiduciary duties. The question is the

appropriate legal vehicle for seeking to hold him accountable. At oral argument,

Treppel~s counsel explained that he did not perceive Cohen as having taken action

regarding the Challenged Agreements and hence did not believe Cohen could be sued in a

fiduciary capacity. He therefore went the aiding-and-abetting route.

An ultimate human controller who engages directly or indirectly in an interested

transaction with a corporation is potentially liable for breach of duty, even if other

corporate actors made the formal decision on behalf of the corporation, and even if the

controller participated in the transaction through intervening entities. Breach of fiduciary

\mlq ak Yf ]imalYZd] [dYae* Yf\ al ak Y eYpae g^ ]imalq l`Yl {]imalq j]_Yj\k kmZklYf[]

jYl`]j l`Yf ^gje,| Monroe Park v. Metro. Life Ins. Co., 457 A.2d 734, 737 (Del. 1983);

accord Gatz v. Ponsoldt, 925 A.2d 1265, /06. '@]d, 0..5( '{El ak l`] n]jq fYlmj] g^

]imalq lg dggc Z]qgf\ ^gje lg l`] kmZklYf[] g^ Yf YjjYf_]e]fl,|(, HaYZadalq ^gj Zj]Y[` g^

fiduciary duty therefore extends to outsiders who effectively controlled the corporation.

See, e.g., S. Pac. Co. v. Bogert, 250 U.S. 483, 488 (1919); Sterling v. Mayflower Hotel

Corp., 93 A.2d 107, 109-10 (Del. 1952). And because the application of equitable
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principles depends on the substance of control rather than the form, it does not matter

whether the control is exercised directly or indirectly. The United States Supreme Court~s

explanation of how a controller exercised control in Southern Pacific is illustrative:

The Southern Pacific contends that the doctrine under which majority
stockholders exercising control are deemed trustees for the minority should
not be applied here, because it did not itself own directly any stock in the
old Houston Company; its control being exerted through a subsidiary,
Morgan~s Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company, which was
the majority stockholder in the old Houston Company. But the doctrine by
which the holders of a majority of the stock of a corporation who dominate
its affairs are held to act as trustee for the minority does not rest upon such
technical distinctions. It is the fact of control of the common property held
and exercised, not the particular means by which or manner in which the
control is exercised, that creates the fiduciary obligation.

250 U.S. at 491-92.

Delaware corporate decisions consistently have looked to who wields control in

substance and have imposed the risk of fiduciary liability on that person. In a seminal

decision, Chancellor Wolcott imposed personal liability on the individual owners of a

corporation that received a management fee from another corporation they controlled. See

Eshleman v. Keenan, 187 A. 25 (Del. Ch. 1936). In that decision, defendants Keenan,

Marvin, and Brewer controlled Consolidated Management Corp., which in turn owned a

majority of the voting stock of Sanitary Company of America. The individual defendants

received salaries as officers of Sanitary, and they also caused Sanitary to pay a monthly

management fee to Consolidated. The stockholder plaintiffs complained that this

Yegmfl]\ lg {\gmZd] [geh]fkYlagf| Yf\ oYk [gfkljm[lan]dq ^jYm\md]fl* mkaf_ that term in

its early and mid-twentieth century sense as a synonym for breach of fiduciary duty.

Chancellor Wolcott agreed and ordered restitution. Notably, he did not require
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Consolidated to disgorge the payments. He looked instead to the humans behind the

transaction and held Keenan, Brewer, and Marvin jointly and severally liable.

The Delaware Supreme Court affirmed. Keenan v. Eshleman, 2 A.2d 904 (Del.

1938). Like Chancellor Wolcott, the high court ruled that the individual defendants were

liable to Sanitary; that Consolidated was the formal corporate vehicle behind the

transactions did not matter:

The conception of corporate entity is not a thing so opaque that it cannot be
seen through; and, viewing the transaction as one between corporations,
casual scrutiny reveals that the appellants, in fact, dealt with themselves to
their own advantage and enrichment. The employment of Consolidated by
Sanitary was merely the employment by the appellants of themselves to do
what it was their plain duty to do as officers of Sanitary.

Id. at 908. Like Chancellor Wolcott, the high court held the individual defendantszand

not Consolidatedzjointly and severally liable.

Since Keenan, Delaware cases consistently have looked to who wields control

over the corporation and have imposed the risk of fiduciary liability on that individual.2

2 See Kahn v. Lynch Commcfn Sys. Inc., 638 A.2d 1110, 1114 (Del. 1994)
(holding that 43% stockholder that exercised actual control over subsidiary could be
liable for breach of fiduciary duty); Sterling, 93 A.2d at 109-/. '[alaf_ {l`] k]lld]\ jmd] g^
law that Hilton as majority stockholder of Mayflower and the Hilton directors as its
nominees occupy, in relation to the minority, a fiduciary position in dealing with
Mayflower~k hjgh]jlq|(9 Virtus Capital L.P. v. Eastman Chem. Co., 2015 WL 580553, at
*18 (Del. Ch. Feb. 11, 2015) (holding that individual who controlled a complex family of
funds that acquired control of corporation could be persgfYddq daYZd] lg [gjhgjYlagf~k
minority stockholders for breach of fiduciary duty); Feeley v. NHAOCG, LLC, 62 A.3d
649, 671 (Del. Ch. 2012) (applying corporate principles and holding that managing
member of an LLC that was the managing member of a second LLC could be held
h]jkgfYddq daYZd] ^gj ^ajkl HH?~k Zj]Y[` g^ ^a\m[aYjq \mlq(9 Shandler v. DLJ Merch.
Banking, Inc., 2010 WL 2929654, at *15 (Del. Ch. July 26, 2010) (Strine, V.C.) '{BYajdq
read, the complaint alleges that DLJ, Inc. presided over a family of entities that it
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The same is true for human controllers of other types of entities, at least for breaches of

the duty of loyalty. See In re USACafes, L.P. Litig., 600 A.2d 43 (Del. Ch. 1991)

(Allen, C.). In this case, Cohen is a proper defendant to sue for fiduciary breach.

In my view, the MS Pawn entities likewise are appropriate defendants for a breach

of fiduciary duty claim. The limited partnership and the corporation were the vehicles

through which Cohen controlled EZCORP. The limited partnership was EZCORP~s

immediate controller. The corporation controlled the limited partnership and was

EZCORP~s indirect controller. Cohen controlled the corporation and was EZCORP~s

ultimate controller. As discussed below, the MS Pawn entities alternatively can be sued

dominated and controlled, including the entities that together owned 74% of Insilco~s
equity. Using their unified power in a concerted way, DLJ controlled Insilco and directed
its business strategy, including causing it to employ the DLJ Advisors. . . . I believe that
Shandler has pled sufficient facts from which it can be inferred that the DLJ Funds were
afkljme]flYdala]k gh]jYl]\ ^gj l`] Z]f]^al g^ @HF* Ef[, Yf\ @HFI>,|(9 In re Primedia Inc.
Deriv. Litig., 910 A.2d 248, 258 n.26 (Del. Ch. 2006) (holding that private equity firm
could owe fiduciary duties to non-controlling stockholders when firm controlled
corporation through intervening entities); 6V ZM 2UMZOQVO 0WUUKfV[' 6VK) AfPWTLMZ[

Litig., 2004 WL 1305745, at * 38-39 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2004) (holding that human
controller of family of entities that executed an unfair squeeze-out merger was liable for
breach of fiduciary duty in his capacity as majority stockholder); Allied Chem. & Dye
Corp. v. Steel & Tube Co. of Am., 120 A. 486, 491 (Del. Ch. 1923) (Wolcott, C.) '{S`]f*
in the conduct of the corporate business, a majority of the voting power . . . join hands in
imposing its policy upon all, it is beyond all reason . . . to take any view other than that
they are to be regarded as having placed upon themselves the same sort of fiduciary
character which the law impresses upon the directors in their relation to all the
klg[c`gd\]jk,|(9 Martin v. D.B. Martin Co.* 66 =, 4/0* 4/3 '@]d, ?`, /7/1( '{Bgj l`]
protection of the rights of stockholders of the dominant, or parent company, and for
righting of wrongs done them by means of the control of the dominant, or parent,
company . . . the latter are to be treated as agents of the former, or even as identical with
]Y[` gl`]j,|(.
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for aiding and abetting. As I see it, the breach of fiduciary duty claim is more

straightforward.

These rulings create a procedural problem, because the plaintiffs technically did

not sue Cohen or MS Pawn for breach of fiduciary duty. The defendants view this as a

clean winner that necessarily results in dismissal with prejudice under Rule 15(aaa). I do

not believe that the plaintiff~k hd]Y\af_ [`ga[] ak ^YlYd, {Og dgf_ Yk [dYaeYfl Ydd]_]k ^Y[lk

in his description of a series of events from which [a claim] may reasonably be inferred

and makes a specific claim for the relief he hopes to obtain, he need not announce with

Yfq _j]Yl]j hYjla[mdYjalq l`] hj][ak] d]_Yd l`]gjq `] ak mkaf_,| Michelson v. Duncan, 407

A.2d 211, 217 (Del. 1979). The factual allegations in the Complaint give rise to a claim

for breach of fiduciary duty against Cohen and MS Pawn. The alternative would be to

grant the plaintiffs leave to re-plead for good cause shown, but that seems unnecessary, as

they simply would add Cohen~s and MS Pawn~s names to Count I.

2. The Applicable Standard Of Review

{S`]f Y ljYfkY[lagf afngdnaf_ k]d^-dealing by a controlling shareholder is

challenged, the applicable standard of judicial review is entire fairness, with the

\]^]f\Yflk `Ynaf_ l`] Zmj\]f g^ h]jkmYkagf,|3 {[T]he defendants bear the burden of

proving that the transaction with the controlling stockholder was entirely fair to the

eafgjalq klg[c`gd\]jk,| Ams. Mining, 51 A.3d at 1239. The defendants may seek to lower

3 Ams. Mining Corp. v. Theriault, 51 A.3d 1213, 1239 (Del. 2012); accord Kahn v.
M & F Worldwide Corp., 88 A.3d 635, 642 (Del. 2014); Kahn v. Tremont Corp.
(Tremont II), 694 A.2d 422, 428 (Del. 1997).
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the standard of review from entire fairness by showing that the controller did not stand on

both sides of the transaction. One means of accomplishing this is by using procedural

devices such as (i) the creation of a sufficiently authorized board committee composed of

independent and disinterested directors or (ii) the conditioning of the transaction on the

affirmative vote of a majority of the shares owned by stockholders who are not affiliated

with the controller. See Lynch, 638 A.2d at 1117.

If a controller agrees up front, before any negotiations begin, that the controller

will not proceed with the proposed transaction without both (i) the affirmative

recommendation of a sufficiently authorized board committee composed of independent

and disinterested directors and (ii) the affirmative vote of a majority of the shares owned

by stockholders who are not affiliated with the controller, then the controller has

sufficiently disabled itself such that it no longer stands on both sides of the transaction,

thereby making the business judgment rule the operative standard of review. M & F

Worldwide, 88 A.3d at 644. If a controller agrees to use only one of the protections, or

does not agree to both protections up front, then the most that the controller can achieve

is a shift in the burden of proof such that the plaintiff challenging the transaction must

prove unfairness. Ams. Mining, 51 A.3d at 1240.

Under current law, the entire fairness framework governs any transaction between

a controller and the controlled corporation in which the controller receives a non-ratable

Z]f]^al, P`ak ak Z][Ymk] {@]dYoYj] ak egj] kmkha[agmk o`]f l`] ^a\m[aYjq o`g ak

afl]j]kl]\ ak Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j,| H]g A, Oljaf]* Fj,* The Delaware Way: How We

Do Corporate Law and Some of the New Challenges We (and Europe) Face, 30 Del. J.
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Corp. L. 673, 678 (2005). A controlling stockholder occupies a uniquely advantageous

position for extracting differential benefits from the corporation at the expense of

minority stockholders. See id. P`]j] ak Ydkg {Yf gZnagmk ^]Yj l`Yl ]n]f hmlYlan]dq

independent directors may owe or feel a more-than-wholesome allegiance to the interests

g^ l`] [gfljgdd]j* jYl`]j l`Yf lg l`] [gjhgjYlagf Yf\ alk hmZda[ klg[c`gd\]jk,| Id.

[T]he underlying factors which raise the specter of impropriety can never
be completely eradicated and still require careful judicial scrutiny. This
policy reflects the reality that in a transaction such as the one
considered . . . , the controlling shareholder will continue to dominate the
company regardless of the outcome of the transaction. The risk is thus
created that those who pass upon the propriety of the transaction might
perceive that disapproval may result in retaliation by the controlling
shareholder.

Tremont II, 694 A.2d at 428 (citations omitted), {Bgj l`Yl j]Ykgf* o`]f Y [gfljolling

stockholder is on the other side of the deal from the corporation, our law has required that

the transaction be reviewed for substantive fairness even if the transaction was negotiated

by independent directors or approved by the minority stockholderk,| Oljaf]* supra, at 678.

The entire fairness framework clearly governs squeeze-out mergers, but Delaware

courts also have applied it more broadly to transactions in which a controller extracts a

non-ratable benefit. In several decisions, the Delaware courts have expressly rejected the

contention that the entire fairness framework only applies to squeeze-out mergers.

' In Kahn v. Tremont Corp. (Tremont I), 1996 WL 145452 (Del. Ch. Mar. 21, 1996),
Chancellor Allen applied the entire fairness framework to Tremont Corporation~s
purchase of 15% of the stock of NL Industries, Inc. from Valhi, Inc. At the time of the
transaction, Harold Simmons controlled all three corporations. He owned 90% of
Valhi, which owned 44.4% of Tremont and 62.5% of NL. Tremont~s board formed a
three member special committee to evaluate the transaction. Chancellor Allen rejected
the defendant~k Yj_me]fl l`Yl l`] {gh]jYlagf g^ l`] Oh][aYd ?geeall]] lja__]jk
Zmkaf]kk bm\_e]fl| j]na]o, Id. at *7. He also rejected the defendant~s attempt to limit
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entire fairness review to squeeze-gml e]j_]jk* klYlaf_ l`Yl l`]j] ak {fg hdYmkaZd]
rationale for a distinction between mergers and other corporate transactions and in
hjaf[ahd] E [Yf h]j[]an] fgf],| Id. ?`Yf[]ddgj =dd]f `]d\ l`Yl {Y [geeall]] [Yf gfly
k`a^l lg hdYafla^^ l`] Zmj\]f g^ hjgnaf_ l`Yl l`] ljYfkY[lagf oYk mf^Yaj,| Id. On the
facts presented, Chancellor Allen held that the committee operated effectively, shifted
the burden, and that the transaction was entirely fair.4

' In T. Rowe Price Recovery Fund, L.P. v. Rubin, 770 A.2d 536 (Del. Ch. 2000), Vice
Chancellor Lamb applied the entire fairness framework to a services agreement
between Seaman Furniture Company and another company owned by Seaman~s
controlling stockholder, Resurgence Asset Management, L.L.C. Under the services
agreement, Seaman agreed to manage stores and provide operational expertise to the
company in return for a multi-million dollar annual fee. Vice Chancellor Lamb
rejected the defendants~ argument that the business judgment rule applied because the
[gfljY[l oYk {fgl Y e]j_]j Zml Y }business transaction.~| Id. at 551. He reasoned that
{Zgl` l`] Omhj]e] ?gmjl Yf\ l`ak [gmjl ]phda[aldq W`Yn]X `]d\ l`Yl l`] ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk
standard of review applies in the non-merger context to interested transactions
afngdnaf_ [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]jk,| Id. at 552. He also concluded that the defendants
ogmd\ Z]Yj l`] Zmj\]f Yl ljaYd Z][Ymk] l`] j][gj\ \]egfkljYl]\ l`Yl l`]q {[gfk[agmkdq
chose not to employ any independent bargaining mechanism in negotiating the
A_j]]e]flk,| Id. at 553.

' In Harbor Finance Partners v. Sugarman, 1997 WL 162175 (Del. Ch. Apr. 3, 1997),
Justice Jacobs, then a Vice Chancellor, applied the entire fairness framework to a
company~s repurchase of a block of its notes from its controlling stockholder. Vice
Chancellor Jacobs denied the controller~s motion lg \akeakk* ]phdYafaf_ l`Yl {WaX^ l`]
plaintiff proves that Giant exercised control, the defendants will have the burden of
hjgnaf_ l`Yl l`] ljYfkY[lagf oYk ]flaj]dq ^Yaj,| Id. at *2. He further explained that
{WlX`] jmd] l`Yl Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j eYq not benefit from dealings with the
[gjhgjYlagf lg l`] \]ljae]fl g^ gl`]j klg[c`gd\]jk ak fgl daeal]\ lg e]j_]jk,| Id.

4 On appeal, the Delaware Supreme Court held that the special committee had not
functioned effectively and reversed for a new determination of fairness with the burden
properly assigned. Tremont II, 694 A.2d at 430. The Delaware Supreme Court did not
reverse afq g^ l`] ?`Yf[]ddgj~k d]_Yd jmdaf_k, Id. at 432. In light of this disclosure,
citations to Tremont I geal l`] [meZ]jkge] {revfd on other grounds.|
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In other decisions, Delaware courts have applied the entire fairness framework to a

variety of transactions in which controlling stockholders have received non-ratable

benefits, implicitly rejecting the view that the framework only applies to squeeze-outs.

' In Tremont II, the Delaware Supreme Court considered an appeal from Chancellor
Allen~s decision in Tremont I. The high court reversed Chancellor Allen~s factual
finding that the special committee operated independently. See 694 A.2d at 424. The
Delaware Supreme Court affirmed that the entire fairness framework provided the
operative standard of review for the asset transfer, holding that {WjX]_Yj\d]kk g^ o`]j]
the burden lies, when a controlling shareholder stands on both sides of the transaction
the conduct of the parties will be viewed under the more exacting standard of entire
fairness as opposed to the more deferential business judgmefl klYf\Yj\,| Id. at 428.
P`] `a_` [gmjl ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {[e]ntire fairness remains applicable even when an
independent committee is utilized because the underlying factors which raise the
specter of impropriety can never be completely eradicated and still require careful
bm\a[aYd k[jmlafq,| Id.

' In Levco Alternative Fund Ltd. v. Readerfs Digest Assfn, Inc., 803 A.2d 428 (Del.
2002) (TABLE), the Delaware Supreme Court applied the entire fairness standard to a
recapitalization in which a corporation repurchased shares from its controlling
stockholder in return for a combination of cash and stock. The Court of Chancery had
applied the entire fairness standard but declined to issue a preliminary injunction
blocking the transaction because it appeared entirely fair. The high court agreed that
the entire fairness standard applied but reversed the Court of Chancery~s conclusion
regarding fairness and issued the injunction.

' In Nixon v. Blackwell, 626 A.2d 1366 (Del. 1993), the Delaware Supreme Court
applied the entire fairness standard to transactions that the controlling stockholders of
E.C. Barton & Co. used to generate liquidity for themselves and other company
employees. The directors controlled the company through their ownership of all of its
Class A voting stock. The plaintiffs owned Class B non-voting stock. They challenged
Yf ]ehdgq]] klg[c ghlagf hdYf '{AOKL|( Yf\ c]q eYf da^] afkmjYf[] hgda[a]k l`Yl
were used to repurchase Class A voting shares. Similar liquidity opportunities were
not available for Class B holders. The Delaware Supreme Court held that the entire
fairness standard of review governed the transactions because the controlling Class A
klg[c`gd\]jk {Z]f]^al]\ ^jge l`] AOKL Yf\ [gmd\ `Yn] Z]f]^al]\ ^jge l`] c]q eYf
life insurance beyond that which benefited other stockholders generally, [and
therefor]X l`] \]^]f\Yflk Yj] gf Zgl` ka\]k g^ l`] ljYfkY[lagf,| Id. at 1375.

' In Summa v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 540 A.2d 403 (Del. 1988), the Delaware
Supreme Court applied the entire fairness framework to a series of transactions in
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which Trans World Airlines, Inc. purchased aircraft or leased planes from its
[gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j, P`] `a_` [gmjl ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {WaXl ak o]dd ]klYZdak`]\ af
Delaware that one who stands on both sides of a transaction has the burden of proving
alk ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk,| Id. at 406.

' In Shandler v. DLJ Merchant Banking, Inc., 2010 WL 2929654 (Del. Ch. July 26,
2010), Chief Justice Strine, then a Vice Chancellor, applied the entire fairness
standard to a transaction in which Insilco Technologies, Inc. sold assets to an affiliate
of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, Inc., its controlling stockholder. He denied the
defendants~ eglagf lg \akeakk* ]phdYafaf_ l`Yl l`]q [gmd\ fgl {ljq l`] akkm] g^ ^Yajf]kk
gf Y \akeakkYd eglagf,| Id. at *12 n.108.

' In In re Loral Space & Communications Inc., 2008 WL 4293781 (Del. Ch. Sept. 19,
2008), Chief Justice Strine, then a Vice Chancellor, applied the entire fairness
standard to a transaction in which a company~s controlling stockholder invested $300
eaddagf af j]lmjf ^gj {[gfn]jlaZd] hj]^]jj]\ klg[c oith a high dividend rate and low
[gfn]jkagf jYl] [gehYj]\ lg l`] eYjc]l [gehYjYZd]k a\]fla^a]\ Zq alk Y\nakgj,| Id. at
*1. Vice Chancellor Strine found that a special committee formed by Loral~s board
had not functioned effectively and therefore did not have any effect on the standard of
review.

' In Flight Options International, Inc. v. Flight Options, LLC, 2005 WL 5756537 (Del.
Ch. July 11, 2005), Vice Chancellor Noble considered a transaction in which a
controlled LLC repurchased membership interests from its controller. Vice Chancellor
JgZd] gZk]jn]\ l`Yl Z][Ymk] l`] [gfljgdd]j {kl[ood] gf Zgl` ka\]k| g^ l`] akkmYf[]*
{l`] YhhjghjaYl] klYf\Yj\ ^or review of their conduct would be }entire fairness~| a^ l`]
parties had not specifically contracted for a different standard of review in their
operating agreement. Id. at *7 n.28.

' In In re New Valley Corp., 2001 WL 50212 (Del. Ch. Jan. 11, 2001), Chancellor
Chandler applied the entire fairness standard to a corporation~s purchase of a
subsidiary from its controlling stockholder. The New Valley board established a
special committee to evaluate the transaction. Chancellor Chandler held that at the
motion to dismiss stage, the use of a special committee did not alter the standard of
j]na]o, D] ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {Z][Ymk] l`] ?gmjl ak ]nYdmYlaf_ l`] d]_Yd km^^a[a]f[q g^ l`]
complaint, it has no evidence from the defendants that would allow it to determine
whether they have adequate proof that a truly independent committee with real
ZYj_Yafaf_ hgo]j ]nYdmYl]\ l`] ljYfkY[lagf,| Id. at *7. The court concluded that it was
{fgl Y\]imYl]dq hgak]\ lg \]l]jeaf] a^ l`] \]^]f\Yflk `Yn] km[[]kk^mddq k`a^l]\ l`]
burdef lg l`] hdYafla^^k,| Id.

' In Strassburger v. Earley, 752 A.2d 557 (Del. Ch. 2000), then-Vice Chancellor Jacobs
applied the entire fairness standard to a transaction in which Ridgewood Properties,
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Inc. repurchased stock from its controlling stockholder and another large stockholder.
D] ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {o`]j] l`] [gfljgddaf_ k`Yj]`gd\]j Yf\ l`] \aj][lgjk klYf\ gf Zgl`
sides of the transaction, they bear the burden to demonstrate the transaction was
]flaj]dq ^Yaj lg l`] [gjhgjYlagf,| Id. at 570. He rejected the argument that a special
committee had acted with sufficient integrity to shift the burden of proof to the
plaintiffs.

' In In re Dairy Mart Convenience Stores, Inc., 1999 WL 350473 (Del. Ch. May 24,
1999), Chancellor Chandler applied the entire fairness standard to a transaction in
which Dairy Mart Convenience Stores, Inc. repurchased stock from its controlling
klg[c`gd\]j, D] j]b][l]\ l`] {\]^]f\Yflk~ suggestion that in order to invoke entire
fairness review the plaintiff must present evidence that the directors were dominated
Zq| l`] [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]jk, Id. Yl )/5, D] `]d\ l`Yl {WmXf\]j gmj bmjakhjm\]f[]*
where a controlling shareholder has the power to influence the competing sides of a
bargaining process, and where there are claims of actual abuse of that power to the
benefit of the controlling shareholder at the corporation~s expense, it is well
established that the Court subjects the transactions in question to entire fairness
j]na]o,| Id.

' In In re MAXXAM, Inc., 659 A.2d 760 (Del. Ch. 1995), then-Vice Chancellor Jacobs
court rejected a settlement of a derivative action that challenged a loan from a
corporation to its controlling stockholder and the controller~s subsequent purchase of
a real estate development from the corporation. The court fgl]\ l`Yl {o`]j] Y
shareholder owing . . . fiduciary duties stands on both sides of a challenged
transaction, it will be required to demonstrate that the transaction was entirely fair to
l`] [gjhgjYlagf,| Id. at 771. The court rejected the defendants~ claim that the approval
of a special committee warranted business judgment review.

Of particular relevance to this case, Delaware decisions have applied the entire

fairness framework to compensation arrangements, consulting agreements, services

agreements, and similar transactions between a controller or its affiliate and the

controlled entity. One precedent is the T. Rowe Price decision, discussed previously, in

which Vice Chancellor Lamb applied the entire fairness standard to a services agreement

and rejected the argument that the business judgment rule applied because the contract

oYk {fgl Y e]j_]j Zml Y }business transaction.~| 55. =,0\ Yl 33/, The following

additional cases are illustrative:
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' In Monroe County Employeesf Retirement System v. Carlson, 2010 WL 2376890
(Del. Ch. June 7, 2010), Chancellor Chandler applied the entire fairness standard to a
k]jna[]k Y_j]]e]fl hmjkmYfl lg o`a[` Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j hjgna\]\ {Y hYfghdq
g^ k]jna[]k| to its controlled subsidiary. Id. at *1. Chancellor Chandler explained that
l`Yl {WmXf\]j @]dYoYj] dYo* ljYfkY[lagfk Z]lo]]f Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j Yf\ l`]
[gjhgjYlagf al [gfljgdk Yj] j]na]o]\ ^gj ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk,| Id.

' In Carlson v. Hallinan, 925 A.2d 506 (Del. Ch. 2006), Vice Chancellor Parsons used
the entire fairness standard to evaluate (i) compensation paid to a corporation~s
controlling stockholder, who was also a director, (ii) management fees paid to
affiliates of the controlling stockholder, and (iii) the failure to allocate expenses
properly to affiliates of the controlling stockholder who received services from the
[gjhgjYlagf, Ra[] ?`Yf[]ddgj LYjkgfk `]d\ l`Yl {o`]j] \aj][lgjk klYf\ gf Zgl` ka\]k g^
Y ljYfkY[lagf* l`]q `Yn] l`] Zmj\]f g^ ]klYZdak`af_ alk ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk,| Id. at 529
(quotation marks omitted). The court also rejected the defendant~s argument that the
burden shifted to the plaintiff because they, as majority stockholders, approved the
transactions.

' In Quadrant Structured Products Co., Ltd. v. Vertin, 102 A.3d 155 (Del. Ch. 2014), I
applied the entire fairness standard to payments made under a license agreement
between a company and its controlling stockholder, EBF & Associates. I also applied
entire fairness to the company~s decision not to defer paying interest on junior notes
owned by EBF, even though the company had the right to defer interest and, at the
pleading stage, the allegations of the complaint supported a reasonable inference that
al ogmd\ `Yn] Z]]f hjm\]fl lg \g kg, E ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {WZXq najlm] of the decision not
to defer interest [and to pay the licensing fees], funds flowed from the Company to
EBF. As the owner of 100% of the Company~s equity, EBF controlled the Company
and stood on both sides of the transaction . . . making entire fairness the governing
klYf\Yj\ g^ j]na]o oal` l`] Zmj\]f g^ hjgg^ gf l`] \]^]f\Yflk,| Id. at 183-85.

' In Dweck v. Nasser, 2012 WL 161590 (Del. Ch. Jan. 18, 2012), I applied the entire
fairness standard to (i) consulting fees that a corporation, Kids International
Corporation, paid to its controlling stockholder and (ii) a joint venture that the
corporation entered into with Seabreeze Apparel, an entity affiliated with the
[gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j, E ]phdYaf]\ l`Yl {WlX`] hYqe]flk , , , o]j] afl]j]kl]\
transactions between a corporation and its controlling shareholder, so Nasser bore the
Zmj\]f g^ \]egfkljYlaf_ l`]aj ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk lg Ga\k,| Id. at *22. I also explained that
{WZX][Ymk] JYkk]j [gfljgdd]\ Zgl` Ga\k Yf\ O]YZj]]r]* l`] bgafl n]flmj] ak kmZb][l lg
entire ^Yajf]kk j]na]o,| Id. at *23.
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Viewed in the aggregate, these decisions indicate that the entire fairness framework

applies to the Challenged Agreements. Scholars have interpreted Delaware precedents

similarly.5

3. Tyson, Dolan, and Canal

The defendants have found three rulings that did not apply the entire fairness

framework to transactions through which a controller extracted a non-ratable benefit:

Dolan, Tyson, and Canal.6 If the Delaware Supreme Court were to limit the entire

5 See, e.g., Jens Dammann, Corporate Ostracism: Freezing Out Controlling
Shareholders, 33 J. Corp. L. 681, 685 (2008) (summarizing Delaware law; stating that it
hjgl][lk Y_Yafkl [gfljgdd]j ]phjghjaYlagf {Zq egfalgjaf_ af\ana\mYd ljYfkY[lagfk l`Yl Yj]
suspected of benefitting the controller at the expefk] g^ l`] gl`]j k`Yj]`gd\]jk| Yf\
gZk]jnaf_ l`Yl {af @]dYoYj]* Ydd [gfljY[lk Z]lo]]f l`] [gfljgdd]j Yf\ l`] [gjhgjYlagf Yj]
subject to a test of entire fairness, even if they have been approved by a committee of
af\]h]f\]fl \aj][lgjk,|(9 Vg`Yj Cgk`]f* The Efficiency of Controlling Corporate Self-
Dealing: Theory Meets Reality, 91 Cal. L. Rev. 393, 429 (2003) (explaining that
Delaware polices self-dealing transactions using the entire fairness test and asserting that
@]dYoYj] {`Yk \]n]dgh]\ Y [g`]j]fl Yf\ n]ry efficient solution to the self-dealing
hjgZd]e|(,

6 See, e.g., Friedman v. Dolan, 2015 WL 4040806 (Del. Ch. June 30, 2015); In re
Tyson Foods, Inc. 0WV[WT) AfPWTLMZ 9Q\QO), 919 A.2d 563 (Del. Ch. 2007); Canal Capital
Corp. v. French, 1992 WL 159008 (Del. Ch. July 2, 1992).

There also are decisions which have questioned whether the full entire fairness
framework applies outside of squeeze-out mergers involving a controlling stockholder.
See In re MFW Sfholders Litig., 67 A.3d 496, 526-27 (Del. Ch. 2013) (Strine, C.)
'{Kmlka\] l`] [gfljgddang stockholder merger context, it has long been the law that even
when a transaction is an interested one but not requiring a stockholder vote, Delaware
law has invoked the protections of the business judgment rule when the transaction was
approved by disifl]j]kl]\ \aj][lgjk Y[laf_ oal` \m] [Yj],|(* afffd sub nom. Kahn v. M & F
Worldwide Corp., 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014); Teachersf Ret. Sys. of La. v. Aidinoff, 900
A.2d 654, 669 n.19 (Del. Ch. 2006) (Strine, V.C.) (commenting that the extent to which
{Y daf] gf decisions that focus on conflicted mergers with controlling stockholders. . . .
applies outside that context is Yf gf_gaf_ kmZb][l g^ \]ZYl]|(9 Orman v. Cullman, 794
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fairness framework to squeeze-out mergers, as one of these decisions suggests, then I of

course would adhere to that ruling. At present, however, it appears to me that the weight

of authority calls for applying the entire fairness framework more broadly and that the

three cases are not persuasive.

The defendants rely most heavily on Dolan, a recent case which stated that

{W]Xflaj] ^Yajf]kk ak fgl l`] \]^Ymdl klYf\Yj\ ^gj [geh]fkYlagf YoYj\]\ Zq Yf af\ependent

ZgYj\ gj [geeall]]* ]n]f o`]f Y [gfljgdd]j ak Yl l`] `]de g^ l`] [gehYfq,| 0./3 SH

4040806, at *5. As support for that proposition, the Dolan decision cited Tyson. Id. at *5

nn.34 & 36. Consequently, this decision begins with Tyson, moves to Dolan, and finishes

with Canal, which appears to stand alone as a relatively isolated precedent.

a. Tyson

A.2d 5, 20 n.36 (Del. Ch. 2002) '{N][g_faraf_ l`] hjY[la[Yd aehda[Ylagfk g^ l`] YmlgeYlac
requirement of an entire fairness review has led our Supreme Court to limit such
automatic requirement to the narrow class of cases in which there is a controlling
shareholder on both ka\]k g^ Y [`Ydd]f_]\ e]j_]j,|(, P`] [gee]flk af l`]k] \][akagfk
appear geared primarily towards the point that when an interested transaction does not
involve a controlling stockholder, the use of a special committee or the receipt of
disinterested stockholder approval lowers the standard of review from entire fairness to
the business judgment rule. See MFW, 67 A.3d at 527 n.149 (contrasting controlling
stockholder merger rule with precedents involving transactions with fellow directors);
Aidinoff* 7.. =,0\ Yl 447 f,/7 '[gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j e]j_]j jmd] oal` {Yf afl]j]kl]\
transaction between a company and one or two of its directors who are not affiliated with
Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j| 'imglYlagf eYjck geall]\((9 Orman, 794 A.2d at 20 n.36
(stressing that Emerald Partners \][akagf lmjf]\ gf {DYdd~k ^a\m[aYjq klYlmk Yk Y
controlling klg[c`gd\]j|(, At least as I read them, the cases do not necessarily suggest
that the business judgment rule should apply to a transaction in which a controller
extracts a non-ratable benefit.
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In the Tyson [Yk]* klg[c`gd\]j hdYafla^^k ^ad]\ {Y d]f_l`q Yf\ [gehd]p [gehdYafl

that include[d] almost a decade~k ogjl` g^ [`Ydd]f_]\ ljYfkY[lagfk| afngdning Tyson

Foods, Inc., the members of the Tyson family who controlled the company and served as

its senior managers, and their fellow directors. 919 A.2d at 570. By virtue of Tyson~s

dual class structure and an investment partnership, family patriarch Don Tyson controlled

over 80% of Tyson~s voting power despite owning only approximately 30% of its equity.

Don~s son John served as Tyson~s CEO and Chairman. With evident frustration at the

plaintiffs~ blunderbuss pleading and the parties~ extensive submissions, the court

observed that

Plaintiffs level charges, more or less indiscriminately, at eighteen
individual defendants, one partnership, and the company itself as a nominal
defendant. Several allegations are leveled at clearly inappropriate directors
or challenge actions well beyond the statute of limitations. Over six
hundred pages of additional documents and briefs have been filed by one
party or another in order to provide context for my decision.

Id.

After an extensive discussion of the facts, the court concluded that demand was

futile under Rule 23.1 for purposes of all of the challenged transactions but that certain

claims were barred by the statute of limitations. The court then examined the merits of a

challenge to a revised consulting contract between Tyson and Don, which the board

approved in July 2004. The revised agreement increased Don~s compensation from

$800,000 to $1.2 million annually, provided for his payments to continue until 2011, and

called for the payments to be made to his children in the event of his death.
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For purposes of determining the standard of review, the Tyson \][akagf klYl]\8 {=k

the consulting agreement does not fall outside the bounds of business judgment, Count I

can only withstand a motion to dismiss by sufficiently alleging that a majority of those

o`g Yhhjgn]\ l`] ljYfkY[lagf o]j] \geafYl]\ gj gl`]joak] [gf^da[l]\,| Id. at 587. As

support for this statement, the decision cited Aronson v. Lewis.7 See Tyson, 919 A.2d at

587 n.57. As noted below, it does not oversimplify matters to say that the defendants~

argument for a lower standard of review rests ultimately on the breadth of Aronson. See,

infra, Part II.B.3.d. The Tyson decision did not identify or discuss the cases that have

taken a different approach to the receipt of non-ratable benefits by a controlling

stockholder. See, supra, Part II.B.3.a.

As described in this section of the opinion, when the board approved Don~s

consulting agreement, it had ten directors: four were not independent (John Tyson,

7 473 A.2d 805 (Del. 1984). In Brehm v. Eisner, 746 A.2d 244, 253-54 (Del.
2000), the Delaware Supreme Court overruled seven precedents, including Aronson, to
the extent those precedents reviewed a Rule 23.1 decision by the Court of Chancery
under an abuse of discretion standard or otherwise suggested deferential appellate review.
See id. at 253 & n.13 (overruling in part on this issue Scattered Corp. v. Chi. Stock Exch.,
701 A.2d 70, 72-73 (Del. 1997); Grimes v. Donald, 673 A.2d 1207, 1217 n.15 (Del.
1996); Heineman v. Datapoint Corp., 611 A.2d 950, 952 (Del. 1992); Levine v. Smith,
591 A.2d 194, 207 (Del. 1991); Grobow v. Perot, 539 A.2d 180, 186 (Del. 1988);
Pogostin v. Rice, 480 A.2d 619, 624-25 (Del. 1984); and Aronson, 471 A.2d at 814). The
Brehm Court held that going forward, appellate review of a Rule 23.1 determination
would be de novo and plenary. Brehm, 746 A.2d at 253-54. The seven partially overruled
precedents otherwise remain good law. This decision does not rely on any of them for the
standard of appellate review (trial court decisions rarely do). Although the technical rules
of legal citation would require noting that each was reversed on other grounds by Brehm,
this decision choses to omit the cumbersome subsequent history, which creates the
misimpression that Brehm rejected core elements of the Delaware canon.
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Barbara Tyson, Bond, and Tollett), and six were outsiders (Hackley, Kever, Jones, Smith,

Zapanta, and Allen). Finding that there was an independent board majority, the court

cited Brehm v. Eisner* 524 =,0\ 022 '0...(* ^gj l`] hjghgkalagf l`Yl {Y ZgYj\~s decision

gf ]p][mlan] [geh]fkYlagf ak ]flald]\ lg _j]Yl \]^]j]f[],| Tyson, 919 A.2d at 588 &

n.61. The Brehm decision was arguably distinguishable in that it involved a corporation

without a controlling stockholder that had a supermajority-independent board, and the

challenged decisions involved the hiring and firing of a second-in-command, not the

approval of direct compensatory benefits for the controlling stockholder. See Brehm, 746

A.2d at 248-49, 254-58.

By applying the business judgment rule to a controlling stockholder transaction,

the Tyson decision ran contrary to the approach that other Delaware cases had taken,

including decisions addressing consulting agreements. See, supra, Part II.B.2 & II.B.3.a.

The Tyson decision did not grapple with the possibility that entire fairness might apply.

In other decisions issued both before and after Tyson, the author of that opinion held that

entire fairness did apply as the baseline standard of review for transactions other than

mergers between the corporation and its controlling stockholder.8 In my view, these

factors undercut Tyson~s persuasiveness.

b. Dolan

8 See Monroe Cty., 2010 WL 2376890, at *1; New Valley, 2001 WL 50212, at *7;
Dairy Mart, 1999 WL 350473, at *17.
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Until Dolan, in the eight years since Tyson, no Delaware decision had cited Tyson

for the proposition that the business judgment rule applied at the outset to a consulting

agreement between a controlling stockholder and the controlled corporation. Cases

instead applied the entire fairness framework. See, supra, Part II.B.2. The Dolan

decision, however, applied the business judgment rule, citing Tyson. And like Tyson, the

Dolan decision relied on Brehm* l`ak lae] ^gj l`] hjghgkalagf l`Yl {WaXl ak l`] ]kk]f[] g^

business judgment for a board to determine if a particular individual warrant[s] large

Yegmflk g^ egf]q,| 0./3 SH 2.2.6.4* Yl )3 'imglaf_ Brehm, 746 A.2d at 263). That is

true when the business judgment rule applies, but it elides the threshold question of

whether the business judgment rule applies.

The plaintiffs in Dolan challenged the compensation that Cablevision Systems

Corporation paid to Charles F. Dolan, its founder and its Executive Chairman since 1985,

and to his son James L. Dolan, who had served as CEO since 1995 and had been a

director since 1991. 2015 WL 4040806, at *1. By virtue of their ownership of

supermajority voting shares, the Dolans controlled 73% of Cablevision~s voting power,

despite owning a fraction of the equity. See id. at *2. The super-voting shares also held

the right to elect three quarters of the Cablevision board. Cablevision identified itself as a

controlled company for purposes of the New York Stock Exchange Rules. A three-

member compensation committee approved the Dolans~ compensation packages.

Unlike Tyson, the Dolan court discussed the argument that entire fairness applied

ab initio. Relying on Tyson, the court held that the business judgment rule provided the
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operative standard of review. The court rejected the plaintiffs~ reliance on non-merger

cases that had applied the entire fairness framework, explaining its rational as follows:

[M]ajor concerns in applying entire fairness review are informational
advantages and coercion. The complaint does not support its allegations of
leveraging control over the compensation committee with a factual basis to
make that inference, and it is hard to imagine a material informational
advantage James and Charles held about the value of their services.
Additionally, the Court hesitates to endorse the principle that every
controlled company, regardless of use of an independent committee, must
demonstrate the entire fairness of its executive compensation in court
whenever questioned by a shareholder. It is especially undesirable to make
such a pronouncement here, where annual compensation is not a
{ljYfk^gjeYlan]| gj eYbgj \][akagf,

Id. at *6 (footnote omitted). In a footnote, the opinion continued:

Although there might be concerns about the extent to which negotiations
are truly at arm~s-length, our lawzTyson is a persuasive examplez
respects the judgment of independent directors. Moreover, reflexively
reviewing decisions of independent directors who serve in the often
difficult environment of controlled corporations would offer little benefit to
those corporations or their shareholders.

Id. at *6 n.40.

These policy arguments assert contestable propositions that depend on debatable

empirical claims. Numerous authorities identify, describe, and discuss the informational

advantages that controllers and senior managers have over directors, particularly on the

issues of compensation, performance, and the value of their services.9 Stated generally,

9 See, e.g., John C. Coffee Jr., Gatekeepers: The Professions and Corporate
Governance 7 '0..4( '{P`] ZgYj\ g^ \aj][lgjk af l`] Qfal]\ OlYl]k ak lg\Yq [gehgk]\ g^
directors who are essentially part-time performers with other demanding responsibilities.
So structured, the board is blind, except to the extent that the corporation~s managers or
its independent gatekeepers advise it of impending problems.|(9 Lucian Bebchuk & Jesse
Fried, Pay Without Performance: The Unfulfilled Promise of Executive Compensation 2,
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{WlX`] \akljaZmlagf g^ af^gjeYlagf af l`] [gjhgjYlagf ak `a_`dq Ykqee]lja[Yd8 l`] g^^a[]jk

typically not only have much more information than the board, but control much of the

flow of information to the board. By controlling the information that the board receives,

l`] g^^a[]jk `]Ynadq k`Yh] l`] \][akagfk l`Yl l`] ZgYj\ eYc]k,| I]dnaf =jgf Aak]fZ]j_*

Corporations and Other Business Organizations: Cases and Materials 198 (9th ed. 2005).

37-39 (2004) (describing informational disparities and limited avenues that outside
directors have when making compensation decisions), cited in In re Walt Disney Co.
Deriv. Litig., 907 A.2d 693, 699 n.1 (Del. Ch. 2005); Lisa M. Fairfax, Sue on Pay: Say on
Payfs Impact on Directorsf Fiduciary Duties, 55 Ariz. L. Rev. 1, 17 (2013) (describing
the dominant framework for understanding executive compensation, which recognizes
l`Yl {\aj][lgjk Yj] lgg g^l]f Yl Yf af^gjeYlagfYd \akY\nYflY_] o`]f Ykk]kkaf_ Yf\
approving compensation packages. As a result, they defer to executives or other
[gjhgjYlagf eYfY_]jk o`g eYq `Yn] egj] ]ph]jlak] Yf\ ]ph]ja]f[],| (footnote
omitted)); Michael B. Dorff, Does One Hand Wash the Other? Testing the Managerial
Power and Optimal Contracting Theories of Executive Compensation, 30 J. Corp. L. 255,
261, 266-67 (2005) (describing the Managerial Power Hypothesis as including the claim
l`Yl {\aj][lgjk o`g oak` lg im]klagf eYfY_]e]fl* \]khal] Wgl`]jX [gfljYjq af[]flan]k*
`Yn] daeal]\ j]kgmj[]k oal` o`a[` lg \g kg| Yf\ ^af\af_ l`Yl l`] results of the article~s
YfYdqkak {kljgf_dq kmhhgjl l`] IYfY_]jaYd Lgo]j Dqhgl`]kak, that the existence of
managerial power over directors erodes directors~ ability to restrain managers from
pursuing their own interests at the corporation~s expense|(9 Lucian Arye Bebchuk, Jesse
M. Fried & David I. Walker, Managerial Power and Rent Extraction in the Design of
Executive Compensation, 69 U. Chi. L. Rev. 751, 766 (2002) (discussing problems that
independent directors face when overseeing insiders~ compensation and performance,
af[dm\af_ l`Yl {]n]f a^ \aj][lgjk o]j] gl`]joak] af[daf]\ lg [`Ydd]f_] eYfY_]jk gf l`]
issue of executive compensation, they would likely have neither the financial incentive
fgj km^^a[a]fl af^gjeYlagf lg \g kg|(; id. at 772 ({WAXn]f a^ \irectors have the inclination
and incentive to negotiate for CEO compensation that maximizes shareholder value, they
will usually lack the information to do so effectively. The CEO, by way of his personnel
department, controls much of the information that reaches the committee.|(9 see also
David I. Walker, The Managerfs Share, 47 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 587, 592, 656 (2005)
']phdYafaf_ l`Yl {eYfY_]jk `Yn] Yf af[]flan] lg [Yegm^dY_] [geh]fkYlagf| lg daeal
oversight and market responses and do so through {ghYim] [geh]fkYlagf ]d]e]flk|(,
Corporate governance experts have expressed similar concerns about the risk of a
{eYfY_]e]fl-cfgod]\_] [Yhlmj]\ ZgYj\,| =ff ?, Imdt & ?`Yjd]k I, Adkgf* A New
Kind of Captured Board, 38 Directors & Boards 27 (2014).
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Delaware Supreme Court decisions have recognized the risk that directors laboring

in the shadow of a controlling stockholder face a threat of implicit coercion because of

the controller~s ability to not support the director~s re-nomination or re-election, or to

take the more aggressive step of removing the director. The two leading cases are Lynch

and Tremont II. In Lynch, the Delaware Supreme Court held that entire fairness governed

a squeeze-out merger, even if a special committee of independent directors or a majority-

of-the-minority vote is used, because of the risk that when push came to shove, directors

who appeared to be independent and disinterested would favor or defer to the interests

and desires of the majority stockholder. 638 A.2d at 1116-17.

In colloquial terms, the Supreme Court saw the controlling stockholder as
the 800ypound gorilla whose urgent hunger for the rest of the bananas is
likely to frighten less powerful primates like putatively independent
directors who might well have been hand-picked by the gorilla (and who at
the very least owed their seats on the board to his support).

In re Pure Res., Inc., Sfholders Litig., 808 A.2d 421, 436 (Del. Ch. 2002) (Strine, V.C.).

In Tremont II, the Delaware Supreme Court agreed with Chancellor Allen that the entire

fairness framework applied generally to transactions in which a controller extracted non-

ratable benefits and not just to squeeze-out mergers. The Delaware Supreme Court

explained that the controller~k af^dm]f[] [j]Yl]\ l`] jakc {l`Yl l`gk] o`g hYkk mhgf l`]

propriety of the transaction might perceive that disapproval may result in retaliation by

l`] [gfljgddaf_ k`Yj]`gd\]j,| Tremont II* 472 =,0\ Yl 206, {Aflaj] ^Yajf]kk j]eYafk

applicable even when an independent committee is utilized because the underlying

factors which raise the specter of impropriety can never be completely eradicated and still
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j]imaj] [Yj]^md bm\a[aYd k[jmlafq,| Id. In other words, there is a risk of coercion. See

Citron v. E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., 584 A.2d 490, 502 (Del. Ch. 1990).10

10 One consequence that a controller can inflict is to remove the director or decline
to support his re-nomination or re-election. That happened here. In another recent case, a
controller pressured an outside director into resigning. See In re Dole Food Co., Inc.
Sfholder Litig., 2015 WL 5052214, at *13 (Del. Ch. Aug. 27, 2015). Losing a board seat
carries significant financial consequences.

A director receives a number of benefits from serving on a board. First, a
board seat provides direct financial benefits. . . . There are often additional
perks and indirect benefits; for example, directors of UAL Corp. (which
owns United Airlines) can fly United free of charge . . . . Moreover, a board
seat often provides directors with prestige and with valuable business and
social connections. . . .

Bebchuk & Fried, supra, at 25. There is good reason to think that the loss of a board seat
is material. Id. '{Ef egkl [Yk]k* l`]k] Z]f]^alk Yj] dac]dq lg Z] ][gfgea[Yddq ka_fa^a[Yfl lg
l`] \aj][lgj,|(; accord Walker, supra, at 633 (arguing that from an economic perspective,
{WlX`] af[]flan] lg j]lYaf Y ZgYj\ hgkalagf _]f]jYddq gmlo]a_`k l`] af[]flan] lg eYpaear]
k`Yj]`gd\]j nYdm]|(9 see Jarrad Harford, Takeover Bids and Target Directorsf Incentives:
The Impact of a Bid on Directorsf Wealth and Board Seats, 69 J. Fin. Econs. 51 (2003)
(finding statistical evidence that a board seat is difficult to replace, because directors who
lose a seat as a result of a takeover can expect to hold one fewer directorship than peers
for two years following a completed merger; finding that directors suffer a net financial
penalty from the loss of the directorship between zero and -$65,443); David Yermack,
Remuneration, Retention, and Reputation Incentives for Outside Directors, AFA 2004
San Diego Meetings 2, 29 (Feb. 2003), http://ssrn.com/abstract=329544 (finding
{klYlakla[Yddq ka_fa^a[Yfl ]na\]f[] l`Yl gmlka\] \aj][lgjk j][]an] hgkalan] h]j^gjeYf[]
af[]flan]k ^jge [geh]fkYlagf* lmjfgn]j* Yf\ ghhgjlmfala]k lg gZlYaf f]o ZgYj\ k]Ylk|
l`Yl `Yn] Y \aj][l aehY[l gf l`] Y[[memdYlagf g^ o]Ydl` Zq l`Yl \aj][lgj Yf\ {[gfka\]jaf_
that an outside director may serve on several boards, these incentives appear non-trivial
albeit much smaller than t`gk] g^^]j]\ lg lgh eYfY_]jk|(9 see also Renée B. Adams &
Daniel Ferreira, Do Directors Perform for Pay?, 46 J. Acct. & Econ. 154 (2008) (finding
statistically significant correlation between director attendance and per meeting fees,
indicating that per-meeting payments of approximately $1000 have a material influence
on directors). Conversely, being supportive has benefits. Controllers and CEOs have
substantial control over the firm resources, and they often have significant influence
outside the firm. Bebchuk & Fried, supra, at 27-28. One study finds that companies with
higher CEO compensation have higher director compensation as well. See Ivan E. Brick,
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Delaware decisions have not given unqualified support to the ability of outside

directors to monitor, oversee, and make judgments regarding the behavior of controlling

klg[c`gd\]jk, =k ?`Yf[]ddgj =dd]f j][g_far]\* Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j ljYfkY[lagf {g^

course ik l`] [gfl]pl af o`a[` l`] _j]Yl]kl jakc g^ mf\]l][lYZd] ZaYk eYq Z] hj]k]fl,|

Tremont I, 1996 WL 145452, at *7. Even in a squeeze-out, where the board typically

forms a special committee that hires its own advisors, the men and women who populate

the commall]]k Yj] jYj]dq af\ana\mYdk {o`gk] gof ^afYf[aYd ^mlmj]k \]h]f\ aehgjlYfldq

on getting the best price and, history shows, [they] are sometimes timid, inept, or . . . ,

well, let~k bmkl kYq ogjk],| In re Cox Commcfns, Inc. Sfholders Litig., 879 A.2d 604, 619

(Del. Ch. 2005) (Strine, V.C.) (ellipsis in original). P`ak [j]Yl]k Y e]Yfaf_^md jakc {l`Yl

l`] gmlka\] \aj][lgjk ea_`l Z] egj] af\]h]f\]fl af Yhh]YjYf[] l`Yf af kmZklYf[],| Id.

Because of concern about the judgment of outside directors in this context, Delaware law

requires that the defendant prove that an independent committee was effective, unless the

additional protective measure of a disinterested stockholder vote is deployed. See, infra,

Part II.B.4.

Leading scholars contend that judicial review of interested transactions does offer

significant benefits, not only to controlled corporations and their stockholders but as a

foundational component for vibrant securities markets.

The legal rules governing private benefits of control in operating a
company set the limits on the price of monitoring by a controlling

Oded Palmon & John K. Wald, CEO Compensation, Director Compensation, and Firm
Performance: Evidence of Cronyism?, 12 J. Corp. Fin. 403 (2006).
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shareholder. If these limits are effective, the presence of a controlling
shareholder benefits the non-controlling shareholders because the reduction
in managerial agency costs will exceed the level of private benefits.

Ronald J. Gilson & Jeffrey N. Gordon, Controlling Controlling Shareholders, 152 U. Pa.

L. Rev. 785, 786-67 '0..1(, {A significant body of scholarship links capital market

\]n]dghe]fl Yf\ hmZda[ k`Yj]`gd\]j hjgl][lagf,|11

Leading scholars also take the position that the same standard of judicial review

should apply to the different types of transactions by which controllers can extract non-

ratable benefits, and that entire fairness should not be limited to squeeze-out mergers or

other transformative transactions. Applying a consistent standard to controlling

klg[c`gd\]j ljYfkY[lagfk j]^d][lk l`] j]Ydalq l`Yl {WeXYfY_]jk Yf\ [gfljgddaf_ k`Yj]`gd\]jk

'afka\]jk( [Yf ]pljY[l 'lmff]d( o]Ydl` ^jge ^ajek mkaf_ Y nYja]lq g^ e]l`g\k,|12 The

11 Id. at 789 (citing sources); see Simeon Djankov et al., The Law and Economics
of Self-Dealing, 88 J. Fin. Econ. 430 (2008) (finding statistically significant correlations
between (i) the state of development of a jurisdiction~s stock market and its public and
private enforcement of self-dealing rules and (ii) the extent of concentrated share
ownership and the degree of private enforcement of self-dealing); Rafael La Porta et al.,
The Economic Consequences of Legal Origins, 46 J. Econ. Lit. 285 (2008) (contending
that cross-jurisdictional comparisons indicate that strong stockholder rights and
protections against self-dealing by controllers lead to more effective and efficient capital
markets and financial development); Bernard S. Black, The Legal and Institutional
Preconditions for Strong Securities Markets, 48 UCLA L. Rev. 781, 804-12 (2001)
(identifying protection against controller self-dealing as a pre-requisite for strong
securities markets); Simon Johnson et al., Tunneling, 90 Am. Econ. Rev. 22, 26 (May
2000) (arguing that the protections provided by the entire fairness standard explain the
relative rarity of pyramid ownership structures in the United States).

12 Vladimir Atanasov, Bernard Black & Conrad S. Ciccotello, Law and Tunneling,
37 J. Corp. L. 1, 2 (2011); accord Gilson & Gordon, supra, at 786-89.
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methods can be grouped under three basic headings: cash flow tunneling, asset tunneling,

and equity tunneling.

If one describes a firm as a grove of apple trees, which grow better together
than apart, these tunneling techniques can be described as follows: cash
flow tunneling can be seen as stealing some of this year~s crop of apples;
asset tunneling out of the firm involves stealing some of the trees which
could potentially make the remaining trees less valuable; and equity
tunneling would involve stealing claims to ownership of the grove.

Law and Tunneling, supra* Yl 4, P`] l]je {kl]Ydaf_| `Yk [jaeafYd aehda[Ylagfk, = eore

YhhjghjaYl] n]jZ ^gj Y [anad [Yk] ogmd\ Z] {ojgf_^mddq lYcaf_,|

?Yk` ^dgo lmff]daf_ {j]egn]k Y hgjlagf g^ l`] [mjj]fl q]Yj~s cash flow, but does

not affect the remaining stock of long-term productive assets, and thus does not directly

impair the firm~s nYdm] lg Ydd afn]klgjk* af[dm\af_ l`] [gfljgdd]j,| Id. at 5 (quotation

marks omitted), {Kf] eYbgj ^gje g^ [Yk` ^dgo lmff]daf_ afngdn]k ljYfk^]j hja[af_* o`]j]

the firm either sells output to insiders for below-market prices, or purchases inputs from

insiders at above-eYjc]l hja[]k, P`] afhmlk [Yf Z] ]al`]j _gg\k gj k]jna[]k,| Id. at 6-7

'^gglfgl] geall]\(, {= k][gf\ eYbgj ^gje ak YZgn]-market current-year executive

salaries, bonuses, or perquisites . . . .| Id. Yl 5, = l`aj\ ]pYehd] afngdn]k {keYdd-scale

sales or purchases of replaceable assets at off-eYjc]l hja[]k,| Id. {?Yk` ^dgo lmff]daf_

primarily affects the income statement and statement of cash flows and captures the flow

g^ ^aje nYdm],| Id. at 6. The extraction can be repeated year after year or occur

]hakg\a[Yddq* Yf\ l`] ^jY[lagf g^ [Yk` ^dgo ]pljY[l]\ [Yf [`Yf_] gn]j lae], {K^l]f* [Yk`

flow tunneling transactions are not directly with insiders, but instead with firms that the

insiders control (or simply have a larger percentage economic ownership than in the
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subject firm),| Id. at 5. Delaware cases involving claims of cash-flow tunneling include

Nixon, Trans World Airlines, Monroe County, Carlson, Harbor Finance, Quadrant, and

Dweck. See, supra, Part II.B.2. If proven wrongful, the Challenged Agreements in this

case would be a form of cash-flow tunneling.

=kk]l lmff]daf_ afngdn]k {l`] ljYfk^]j g^ eYbgj dgf_-term (tangible and intangible)

assets from ([or] to) the [controlled] firm for less ([or] more) than market value.| Law

and Tunneling, supra, at 5 (quotation marks omitted), {PYf_aZd] Ykk]l lmff]daf_ af[dm\]k

sales (purchases) of significant assets . . . .| Id. at 7 (quotation marks omitted). Another

form involves investing in an affiliate on terms the affiliate could not obtain from third

parlq kgmj[]k, {=kk]l lmff]daf_ \a^^]jk ^jge [Yk`-flow tunneling because the transfer has

a permanent effect on the firm~s future cash-_]f]jYlaf_ [YhY[alq,| Id. at 5. Delaware

cases involving claims of asset tunneling include Tremont, T. Rowe Price, MAXXAM, and

Shandler. See, supra, Part II.B.2. The challenges to drop-downs by sponsors of master

limited partnerships also involve allegations of asset tunneling. See, e.g., In re El Paso

Pipeline Pfrs, L.P. Deriv. Litig., 2015 WL 1815846 (Del. Ch. Apr. 20, 2015).

{Aimalq lmff]daf_ increases the controller~s share of the firm~s value, at the

expense of minority shareholders, but does not directly change the firm~s productive

Ykk]lk gj [Yk` ^dgok,| Id. (quotation marks omitted). Examples include dilutive equity

offerings, freeze-outs of minority shareholders, and selective repurchases of equity at

inflated prices. Delaware cases involving claims of equity tunneling include Levco, Loral,

New Valley, Strassburger, Dairy Mart, and Flight Options. See, supra, Part II.B.2.
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Judicial limitations on the methods by which controllers can extract non-ratable

Z]f]^alk {emkl Z] \]l]jeaf]\ kaemdlYf]gmkdq* gj Yl d]Ykl [gfkakl]fldq* Z][Ymk] l`]q Yj] af

kmZklYflaYd j]kh][lk kmZklalml]k,| Cadkgf & Cgj\gf* supra, at 786. If a lower standard of

review applies to one type of transaction, such as recurring payments under a consulting

agreement, then controllers will use that route to move value. See John C. Coates IV,

dFair Valuee As an Avoidable Rule of Corporate Law: Minority Discounts in Conflict

Transactions, 147 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1251, 1329 (1999) (arguing against a ban on freeze-outs

because, among other things, controllers likely would shift to and achieve the same

j]kmdlk l`jgm_` {kmZklalml] ^gjek g^ k]d^-dealing (either one large or many small

ljYfkY[lagfk(|(,

Importantly, it is the controller, not the court, who creates the scenario calling for

substantive fairness review. If a controller does not want to assume fiduciary obligations,

then it can choose not to issue stock to the public, or not to acquire a dominant stake in a

publicly funded firm. If a controller wants to use other people~s money, it can do so using

debt, which establishes a contractual relationship that does not carry fiduciary

obligations. Or a controller can use an alternative entity vehicle and eliminate or restrict

fiduciary duties. If a controller chooses the corporate form and issues equity, then the

controller need not serve as a compensated executive or consultant. Even at that point, the

controllers can obtain business judgment review by following M & F Worldwide, having

a committee approve the compensation arrangement, and then submitting it to the

disinterested stockholders for approval at the next annual meeting. Only if the controller
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makes choices in a way that invites entire fairness review will that framework come into

play.

This decision already has collected some of the many Delaware precedents

applying the entire fairness framework to controlling stockholder transactions other than

squeeze-out mergers, including compensation arrangements and consulting agreements.

See Part II.B.2. The Dolan opinion did not follow these authorities, choosing instead to

follow Tyson. This section similarly has collected some of the authorities that undercut

the policy arguments that compensation decisions between a corporation and its

controlling stockholder are neither significant nor deserving of scrutiny. The literature is

vast, many more authorities (pro and con) could be cited, and additional policy arguments

also could be raised.13 Nevertheless, in my view, the weight of these authorities undercut

Tyson~s and Dolan~s persuasiveness.

13 For example, limiting entire fairness review to squeeze-out mergers would
reserve a more onerous standard of review for scenarios where other legal and market
protections exist (most notably appraisal rights, Rule 13e-3 disclosure requirements,
heightened press coverage, and the possibilityzhowever rarezof an alternative
transaction), while applying a principle of non-review (the business judgment rule) to
scenarios where those protections are absent. Nor, in my opinion, is it persuasive to resort
to the sky-will-fall argument that every compensation arrangement will draw a suit. As
shown by the Delaware cases cited above, as well as scholarly characterizations of
@]dYoYj]~k j]_ae]* l`] oa\]dq `]d\ na]o `Yk Z]]n that entire fairness does apply to
controller compensation agreements, yet the courts have not been overwhelmed with
cases. Regardless, the common law works by establishing precedents. It may be
necessary to decide some cases, but those precedents in turn will help shape future
behavior, including the types of challenges that litigants bring. The reference to precedent
in turn suggests the doctrine of stare decisis and the policies it serves. The Dolan
decision appears to have proceeded on the premise that by applying entire fairness it
ogmd\ `Yn] {eYW\X] , , , Y hjgfgmf[]e]fl| l`Yl ogmd\ `Yn] Ydl]j]\ k]lld]\ dYo, See 2015
SH 2.2.6.4* Yl )/4, Can]f l`] o]a_`l g^ Yml`gjalq* l`] fgl]ogjl`q {hjgfgmf[]e]fl|
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c. Canal

This leaves Canal. That case involved a challenge to an investment services

agreement between Canal Capital Corporation, a firm controlled by Asher B. Edelman,

and A.B. Edelman Management Co., Inc., another affiliate of Edelman~s. 1992 WL

159008, at *1. The plaintiff advanced two duty of care theories and a waste theory, all of

which the court rejected. The plaintiffs also advanced a loyalty theory, contending that

the services agreement was an interested transaction that benefited Edelman by (i) paying

his affiliate excessive fees and (ii) enabling him to use Canal~s capital to advance his own

interests in other ventures. The company had eight directors; two were Canal officers.

P`] [gmjl [gee]fl]\ l`Yl al oYk {fgl Yl Ydd [d]Yj l`Yl l`] [gehdYafl Y\]imYl]dq

klYl]W\X Y [dYae ^gj Zj]Y[` g^ l`] \mlq g^ dgqYdlq,| Id. at *5. Assuming for the sake of

argument that it did, the court held that demand was not futile under Aronson. The court

reasoned that the complaint made only conclusory allegations about the outside directors~

ties to Edelman, which were insufficient to call into question the independence of a

eYbgjalq g^ l`] ZgYj\, P`] [gmjl l`]f klYl]\ l`Yl {WlX`] Zmkaf]kk bm\_e]fl jmd] oadd

protect the board~s decision unless a majority of the board was interested or disabled by a

dY[c g^ af\]h]f\]f[],| Id. at *6. The decision does not appear to have considered the

possibility that entire fairness might apply because the case involved a transaction with a

controlling stockholder.

was to apply the business judgment rule and limit the entire fairness framework to
squeeze-out mergers.
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The Canal decision pre-dated the many more recent Delaware cases that have

applied the entire fairness framework to transactions with a controlling stockholder,

including services agreements and consulting agreements. Although Canal has been cited

by subsequent decisions, it does not appear to me that any case has relied on it for the

proposition that the business judgment rule applies to a non-ratable transfer to a

controlling stockholder. Given the weight of precedent, Canal is unpersuasive.

d. Is Aronson Controlling?

At bottom, Tyson, Dolan, and Canal relied on Aronson for the proposition that the

business judgment rule and not the entire fairness framework provided the standard of

review for a transaction in which a controller received non-ratable benefits, at least where

the transaction involved compensation or a consulting agreement and was approved by a

board or a duly empowered committee with an independent majority of outside directors.

Other Delaware Supreme Court cases, particularly Lynch and Tremont II, have taken a

different approach.

There is considerable tension between these lines of authority.14 The choice

between them is both fundamental and consequential, because the scope of a controller~s

14 See In re PNB Hldg. Co. Sfholders Litig., 2006 WL 2403999, at *9 (Del. Ch.
Aug. 18, 2006) 'Oljaf]* R,?,( '{Remember that the Delaware case law in this area (that
is, the Lynch line of jurisprudence) has been premised on the notion that when a
controller wants the resl g^ l`] k`Yj]k* l`] [gfljgdd]j~s power is so potent that independent
directors and minority stockholders cannot freely exercise their judgment, fearing
retribution from the controller. For this reason (which is in great tension with other
aspects of our law), the jurisprudence has required that such transactions always be
subject to fairness review.| '^gglfgl]k geall]\((9 In re Cox Commcfns, Inc. Sfholders
Litig., 879 A.2d 604, 646 (Del. Ch. 2005) (Strine, V.C.) (contrasting the entire fairness
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influence has implications for a range of legal doctrines. As Aronson demonstrates, it

affects demand futility. As Lynch and Tremont II demonstrate, it affects the substantive

standard of review. It also influences how the law treats a controller~s take-private tender

offer,15 the degree to which stockholder approval can ratify or change the standard of

review for a controlling stockholder transaction,16 and the availability of the defense of

^jYe]ogjc oal` l`] \]^]j]f[] {illustrated by the landmark decision in Aronson v. Lewis,
which presumes that independent directors can impartially decide whether to cause the
company to sue a controlling stockholder| (footnote omitted)); In re Cysive, Inc.
Sfholders Litig., 836 A.2d 531, 548 (Del. Ch. 2003) 'Oljaf]* R,?,( '{The rationale for [the
entire fairness standard and Lynch] is that the potential power of the controlling
stockholder to act in ways that are detrimental to independent directors and unaffiliated
stockholders is supposedly so formidable that the law~s prohibition of retributive action
and unfair self-dealing is insufficient to render either independent director or independent
stockholder approval a reliable guarantee of fairness.|(9 In re Pure Res., Inc., Sfholders
Litig., 808 A.2d 421, 436 n.17 (Del. Ch. 2002) (Strine, V.C.) '{Ef l`ak j]_Yj\* Lynch is
premised on a less trusting view of independent directors than is reflected in the
important case of Aronson v. Lewis . . . , which presumed that a majority of independent
\aj][lgjk [Yf aehYjlaYddq \][a\] o`]l`]j lg km] Y [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j,|(9 Leo E.
Strine, Jr., The Inescapably Empirical Foundation of the Common Law of Corporations,
27 Del. J. Corp. L. 499, 510 (2002) '{In the Tremont and Emerald Partners cases, the
Lynch doctrine was arguably extended from the unique context of a going private
transaction to address any transaction involving a controlling stockholder, on the one
side, and another controlled corporation, on the other. This arguable extension occurred
without discussion of whether a transaction potentially less important to a majority
stockholder (such as the sale of a modest-sized asset) should be subject to the same rules
as a squeeze-out merger. It is this potential extension that causes the most direct doctrinal
tension with Aronson,|(,

15 See In re CNX Gas Corp. Sfholders Litig., 2010 WL 2705147, at *5-8 (Del. Ch.
July 5, 2010); Cox Commcfns, 879 A.2d at 614-24, 642-48; Pure Res., 808 A.2d at 435-
46; Gilson & Gordon, supra, at 706-803, 805-27.

16 See, e.g., PNB Hldg., 0..4 SH 02.1777* Yl )/2 f,5/ '{In the context of a going
private transaction with a controlling stockholder, there are reasons why the simple fact
that a majority of the disinterested electorate votes yes on a merger might be deemed
insufficient to be given jYla^a[Ylagf ]^^][l,|(9 In re JCC Hldg. Co., Inc., 843 A.2d 713,
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acquiescence.17 The issue potentially affected the extent to which a director could invoke

an exculpatory provision to obtain dismissal of a complaint, an issue that the Delaware

723 (Del. Ch. 2003) (Strine, V.C.) ({This inherent coercion [of a controlling stockholder]
is thought to undermine the fairness-guaranteeing effect of a majority-of-the-minority
vote condition because coerced fear or a hopeless acceptance of a dominant power~s will,
rather than rational self-interest, is deemed likely to be the animating force behind the
minority~s decision to approve the merger.|(9 In re Wheelabrator Techs., Inc. Sfholders
Litig., 663 A.2d 1194, 1203 (Del. Ch. 1995) '{WSXhere the merger [between a controlling
stockholder and its subsidiary] is conditioned upon approval by a }majority of the
minority~ stockholder vote, and such approval is granted, the standard of review remains
entire fairness, but the burden of demonstrating that the merger was unfair shifts to the
hdYafla^^,|(9 Rabkin v. Olin Corp.* /77. SH 25426* Yl )4 '@]d, ?`, =hj, /5* /77.( '{E^ Yf
informed vote of a majority of the minority shareholders has approved a challenged
transaction, and in fact the merger is contingent on such approval, the burden entirely
k`a^lk lg l`] hdYafla^^k lg k`go l`Yl l`] ljYfkY[lagf oYk mf^Yaj lg l`] eafgjalq,|(* afffd, 586
A.2d 1202 (Del. 1990) (TABLE); J. Travis Laster, The Effect of Stockholder Approval on
Enhanced Scrutiny, 40 Wm. Mitchell L. Rev. 1443, 1461 (2014) '{Because the
controller~s influence operates at both the board and stockholder levels, neither a special
committee nor a majority-of-the-minority vote, standing alone, is sufficient to sterilize
the controller~s influence and reestablish the presence of a qualified decision maker.|(.

17 JCC Hldg., 843 A.2d at 716 '{As a logical consequence, our law cannot . . .
coherently say that minority stockholders }acquiesce~ in the fairness of a merger with a
controlling stockholder merely by voting yes or accepting the merger consideration.
Rather, those actions simply have the effect of waiving any right to an appraisal remedy;
they do not bar participation in an equitable challenge to the merger under the plaintiff-
favorable fairness standard set forth in Lynch.|(9 Clements v. Rogers, 790 A.2d 1222,
1238 (Del. Ch. 2001) (Strine, V.C.) (noting that because the premise of Lynch was to
address the coercive effect of a controlling stockholder~k hj]k]f[]* {al ogmd\ Z]
somewhat paradoxical to hold that a stockholder who simply accepted the transactional
consideration in a squeeze-out merger . . . is barred from challenging that transaction
kgd]dq Z][Ymk] k`] `Y\ Ydj]Y\q [gf[dm\]\ l`] ljYfkY[lagf oYk mf^Yaj|(; In re Best Lock
Corp. Sfholder Litig., 845 A.2d 1057, 1082 (Del. Ch. 2001) '{IYbgjalq k`Yj]`gd\]jk o`g
elect to freeze out minority shareholders should not be made better off by choosing to
forego protective structural mechanisms. . . . [A]cquiescence (or ratification implied from
the actions of shareholders) should not be given greater force than explicit ratification. It
would be anomalous, to say the least, to extinguish equitable claims based on implied
approval (or acquiescence) when such claims are not extinguished by explicit approval
(or ratification).|(.
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Supreme Court has now clarified. See In re Cornerstone Therapeutics Inc. Sfholder

Litig., 115 A.3d 1173 (Del. 2015).

Read literally, the Aronson decision limited its analysis to the issue of demand

futility. 473 A.2d at 814. The crux of Aronson~s holding was to reinforce the requirement

that a plaintiff allege particular facts that would call into question the ability of the board

lg [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\, Ef l`] ogj\k g^ Y d]Y\af_ k[`gdYj* {W]Xeh`Ykak mhgf l`ak hjafciple

seems to have been taken to extreme lengths by the Delaware Supreme Court in Aronson

v. Lewis,| NgZ]jl ?, ?dYjc* Corporate Law 643 (1986).

The plaintiff in Aronson sought to recover on behalf of Meyers Parking Systems,

Inc. for harm that the entity allegedly suffered due to generous compensation

arrangements that the board approved for an insider and 47% stockholder, Leo Fink. The

Delaware Supreme Court described the underlying transactions as follows:

On January 1, 1981, the defendants approved an employment agreement
between Meyers and Fink for a five year term with provision for automatic
renewal each year thereafter, indefinitely. Meyers agreed to pay Fink
$150,000 per year, plus a bonus of 5% of its pre-tax profits over
$2,400,000. Fink could terminate the contract at any time, but Meyers
could do so only upon six months~ notice. At termination, Fink was to
become a consultant to Meyers and be paid $150,000 per year for the first
three years, $125,000 for the next three years, and $100,000 thereafter for
life. Death benefits were also included. Fink agreed to devote his best
efforts and substantially his entire business time to advancing Meyers~
interests. The agreement also provided that Fink~s compensation was not to
be affected by any inability to perform services on Meyers~ behalf. Fink
was 75 years old when his employment agreement with Meyers was
approved by the directors. There is no claim that he was, or is, in poor
health.

Additionally, the Meyers board approved and made interest-free loans to
Fink totalling $225,000. These loans were unpaid and outstanding as of
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August 1982 when the complaint was filed. At oral argument defendants~
counsel represented that these loans had been repaid in full.

473 A.2d at 808-09. The plaintiff contended that demand was futile because Fink

dominated and controlled the board. The plaintiff based this allegation on

(1) Fink~s 47% ownership of Meyers~ outstanding stock, and (2) that he
{h]jkgfYddq k]d][l]\| ]Y[` I]q]jk \aj][lgj, LdYafla^f also alleges that mere
approval of the employment agreement illustrates Fink~s domination and
control of the board. In addition, plaintiff argued on appeal that 47% stock
ownership, though less than a majority, constituted control given the large
number of shares outstanding . . . .

Id. at 815.

By rejecting these arguments, Aronson marked a sea change in Delaware law. On

the question of whether demand was futile when a board would have to sue over a

transaction involving a controlling stockholder, the case departed from longstanding

precedent, such as McKee v. Rogers, 156 A. 191 (Del. Ch. 1931) (Wolcott, C.). The same

was true for Aronson~s treatment of the ability of directors who participated in the

challenged decision to consider a demand, which departed from cases such as Fleer v.

Frank H. Fleer Corp., 125 A. 411 (Del. Ch. 1924) (Wolcott, C.), and Miller v. Loft, Inc.,

153 A. 861 (Del. Ch. 1931) (Wolcott, C.). Other pre-Aronson precedents consistent with

McKee, Fleer, and Miller could be cited. After describing the Aronson court~s conclusion

that the complaint has not pled sufficient facts to raise a reasonable doubt about demand,

Ljg^]kkgj ?dYjc [gee]fl]\ l`Yl {l`] [gmjl ea_`l Z] Yj_m]\ lg `Yn] Zdaf\]\ alk]d^ lg

j]Ydalq,| ?dYjc* supra, at 643.

Why the big shift? The historical context suggests that Aronson may have been a

reaction to the contretemps over Zapata Corp. v. Maldonado, 430 A.2d 779 (Del. 1981).
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Many commentators had responded to Zapata by expressing fear that it undermined the

business judgment rule.18 The Aronson decision provided an opportunity to settle matters.

18 See Clark, supra, at 647-48 (describing debate over Zapata); Irwin Borowski,
Corporate Accountability: The Role of the Independent Director, 9 J. Corp. L. 455, 466
'/762( '{Ef /76/* `go]n]j* l`] @]dYoYj] Omhj]e] ?gmjl* af Zapata Corp. v. Maldonado,
surprised almost everybody by requiring an independent judicial review in which the
court applies its own independent business judgment to the allegations in order to
determine whether the suit should be allowed to continue. The Zapata decision aroused a
klgje g^ [gfljgn]jkq oal` fme]jgmk Yjla[d]k Z]af_ ojall]f af alk Y^l]jeYl`,| '^gglfgl]k
omitted)). The volume and range of the responses anticipated the reactions to the
@]dYoYj] Omhj]e] ?gmjl~k \][akagfk af Unocal and Revlon, as well as to the Court of
?`Yf[]jq~k e]Yfaf_^md Yhhda[Ylagf g^ ]f`Yf[]\ k[jmlafq af [Yk]k km[` Yk City Capital
Associates v. Interco, Inc., 551 A.2d 787 (Del. Ch. 1988) (Allen, C.); Grand
Metropolitan, PLC v. Pillsbury Co., 558 A.2d 1049 (Del. Ch. 1988); and AC Acquisitions
Corp. v. Anderson, Clayton & Co., 519 A.2d 103 (Del. Ch. 1986) (Allen, C.). Today, the
latter debates are perhaps better remembered.

To provide a sense of the magnitude of the post-Zapata furor, a search of Westlaw
identifies thirty-eight post-Zapata, pre-Aronson law review articles, notes, and comments
that discuss to varying degrees the implications of Zapata for the business judgment rule.
A search of HeinOnline reveals approximately ninety-nine during a similar period. For
examples of leading commentators who offered strong criticisms of Zapata, see Daniel R.
Fischel, The "Race to the Bottom" Revisited: Reflections on Recent Developments in
Delawarefs Corporation Law* 54 Jo, Q, H, N]n, 7/1* 715 '/760( '{P`] egkl ka_fa^a[Yfl*
and most unsettling, aspect of Zapata is the court~s explicit rejection of the business
judgment rule as the proper standard for determining whether a derivative suit can be
\akeakk]\,|(; Dennis J. Block & H. Adam Prussin, The Business Judgment Rule and
Shareholder Derivative Actions: Viva Zapata?, 37 Bus. Law. 28, 60 (1981) (criticizing
the Zapata \][akagf ^gj Y\ghlaf_ Y f]o l]kl {o`a[` `Y\ f]n]j Z]^gj] Z]]f Y\ng[Yl]\ gj
^gddgo]\* Zq Yfq [gmjl| Yf\ ^gj `Ynaf_ {YZYf\gf]\ Yfq hj]l]pl l`Yl l`] }Zmkaf]kk
bm\_e]fl jmd]~ `Yk Yfql`af_ em[` lg \g oal` alk YfYdqkak|(9 id. at 63 (objecting to Zapata
Yk {bm\a[aYd d]_akdYlagf*| {najlmYddq mfkmhhgjlYZd]*| Yf\ {Y k]jagmk eakkl]h|(, Kl`]jk
supported the ruling or thought it did not go far enough. See, e.g., James D. Cox,
Searching for the Corporationfs Voice in Derivative Suit Litigation: A Critique of Zapata
and the ALI Project, 1982 Duke L.J. 959, 975 '{Qf^gjlmfYl]dq* Ydl`gm_` l`] [gmjl `]d\
that the business judgment rule is an inappropriate standard of review, the two-tiered
analysak al g^^]j]\ af alk hdY[] hjgna\]k gfdq Yf addmkgjq aehjgn]e]fl,|(9 Fg`f ?, ?g^^]]*
Jr., The Survival of the Derivative Suit: An Evaluation and A Proposal for Legislative
Reform* 6/ ?gdme, H, N]n, 04/* 11. '/76/( '{Kf alk gof l]jek* l`] Zapata decision
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The high court accepted an interlocutory appeal from the denial of a Rule 23.1 motion,

something noteworthy in itself at the time. The court also kh][a^a[Yddq fgl]\ l`Yl {WlX`]

gap in our law, which we address today, arises from this Court~s decision in [ZapataX*|

and it devoted a full paragraph to stressing Zapata~s recognition of the board~s authority

over derivative actions. Aronson, 473 A.2d at 813. The Aronson decision also described a

post-Zapata uptick in derivative suits asserting demand futility:

After Zapata numerous derivative suits were filed without prior demand
upon boards of directors. The complaints in such actions all alleged that
demand was excused because of board interest, approval or acquiescence in
the wrongdoing. In any event, the Zapata demand-excused/demand-refused
bifurcation, has left a crucial issue unanswered: when is demand futile and,
therefore, excused?

Id. at 813-14. It was in this context that Aronson sought to reinforce the bulwark of Rule

23.1 as a pleading-stage limitation on weak derivative claims.

To place the decision in context is not to question its legitimacy. The choice to

raise the bar for pleading demand futility was undoubtedly the type of public policy

judgment that the Delaware Supreme Court was and is empowered to make. The Aronson

court openly made at least one other public policy judgment. It held that demand would

not be futile as long as the board had a majority of disinterested and independent

directors. 473 A.2d at 815. The high court explained its rationale as follows:

deserves recognition as a serious effort at judicial statesmanship by the Delaware
Supreme CourtzZml gf] l`Yl f]]\k d]_akdYlan] [g\a^a[Ylagf Yf\ ]eZjga\]jq,|(,

The Aronson decision did not settle the debate. A search of HeinOnline indicates
that during a comparable three-year period after Aronson, there were another seventy-
seven articles, notes, and comments that touched on that decision and Zapata.
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We recognize that drawing the line at a majority of the board may be an
arguably arbitrary dividing point. Critics will charge that we are ignoring
the structural bias common to corporate boards throughout America, as
well as the other unseen socialization processes cutting against independent
discussion and decisionmaking in the boardroom. The difficulty with
structural bias in a demand futile case is simply one of establishing it in the
complaint for purposes of Rule 23.1. We are satisfied that discretionary
review by the Court of Chancery of complaints alleging specific facts
pointing to bias on a particular board will be sufficient for determining
demand futility.

Id. at 815 n.8.

What is not clear to me is the extent to which the Delaware Supreme Court~s

policy judgments about the demand futility context were intended to extend to the

substantive law that would apply if demand was excused or if the claim was direct. Nor is

it clear to me the degree to which those assessments were intended to persist in

crystallized form, immune to further common law development. There have been

significant developments since Aronson.

As noted above, the Aronson decision appears to have responded most directly to

practitioner concern about the reasonableness analysis in the second prong of Zapata~s

test for reviewing a special litigation committee~s decision to dismiss a derivative action,

a test which marked the Delaware Supreme Court~s first deployment of something akin to

the two-step standard of review that later emerged as enhanced scrutiny.19 Aronson pre-

19 See Carlton Invs. v. TLC Beatrice Intfl Hldgs., Inc., 1997 WL 305829, at *13
'@]d, ?`, IYq 1.* /775( '=dd]f* ?,( '{[T]he second prong of the Zapata test requires that
this court exercise its own business judgment with respect to the reasonableness of the
k]lld]e]fl|(9 see also Forsythe v. ESC Fund Mgmt. Co. (U.S.), Inc., 2013 WL 458373, at
*2 (Del. Ch. Feb. 6, 2013) (discussing range of reasonableness inquiry); Kenneth B.
Davis, Jr., Structural Bias, Special Litigation Committees, and the Vagaries of Director
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dated both Unocal and Revlon, as well as over three decades during which the Delaware

courts have demonstrated that reasonableness review under enhanced scrutiny {ak fgl Y

license for law-trained courts to second-guess reasonable, but debatable, tactical choices

l`Yl \aj][lgjk `Yn] eY\] af _gg\ ^Yal`,|20

The Aronson decision also pre-dated further development in the law governing

controlling stockholder transactions, both in terms of decisions addressing the standard of

review, see Part II.B.3.a, supra, and the degree to which applying entire fairness leads to

Independence* 7. EgoY H,N]n, /1.3* /14. '0..3( '{[T]he court~s review, as
contemplated [by Zapata], is of the reasonableness of the SLC~s business judgment rather
than the substitution of its owf,|(, Kf Zapata as an initial version of enhanced scrutiny,
see Louisiana Mun. Police Emps. Ret. Sys. v. Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc., 2011 WL
5511/4* Yl )5 '@]d, ?`, IYj, 2* 0.//( '{=f OH?~s decision to dismiss a post-demand-
excusal derivative claim is reviewed under Zapata~s two-step standard, which effectively
amounts to reasonableness review and a context-specific application of enhanced
k[jmlafq,|(9 FmdaYf R]dYk[g* Structural Bias and the Need for Substantive Review, 82
Wash. U. L.Q. 821, 849 (2004) (explaining that Zapata {ak imal] kaeadYj lg Unocal|(9
Gregory V. Varallo et al., From Kahn to Carlton: Recent Developments in Special
Committee Practice* 31 >mk, HYo, 175* 201 f,/0/ '/776( '{The [Zapata] standard is also
reminiscent of the enhanced scrutiny courts use to examine the actions of directors
engaged in a sale of a corporation or other like transactions.... Perhaps the similarity ... is
best explained by the fact that in all of these situations courts would like to defer to the
business judgment of a board, but because the scenarios in which these cases arise create
a potential conflict of interest for board members, the court is only willing to do so if a
board first demonstrates it is capable of making an independent business judgment and
l`] bm\_e]fl k]]ek Yl d]Ykl lg eYc] kge] jYlagfYd k]fk],|(,

20
6V ZM BWa[ d@e C[' 6VK) Afholders Litig., 877 A.2d 975, 1000 (Del. Ch. 2005)

(Strine, V.C.); accord Paramount CommKfV[ Inc. v. QVC Network Inc., 637 A.2d 34, 45-
24 '@]d, /772( '{E^ Y ZgYj\ k]d][l]\ gf] g^ k]n]jYd j]YkgfYZd] Ydl]jfYlan]k* Y [gmjl k`gmd\
not second guess that choice even though it might have decided otherwise.... [C]ourts will
not substitute their business judgment for that of the directors, but will determine if the
directors~ \][akagf oYk* gf ZYdYf[]* oal`af Y jYf_] g^ j]YkgfYZd]f]kk,|(, See generally C
& J Energy Servs., Inc. v. City of Miami Gen. Emps)f Ret. Tr., 107 A.3d 1049, 1067-71
(Del. 2014).
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a finding of liability. On the latter point, experience since Aronson has shown that the

application of entire fairness is not outcome-determinative and that defendants prevail

under this standard of review with some degree of frequency.21

21 See Bernard S. Sharfman, Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corporation: A Small but
Significant Step Forward in the War Against Frivolous Shareholder Lawsuits, 40 J. Corp.
L. 197, 203 (2014) (collecting cases and explaining l`Yl mf\]j ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk* {]n]f a^
fair dealing were absent, that finding would not necessarily be outcome determinYlan]|(9
Reza Dibadj, Networks of Fairness Review in Corporate Law, 45 San Diego L. Rev. 1, 22
'0..6( '{S`ad] l`] [gfn]flagfYd oak\ge ea_`t suggest that standards of review are
typically outcome determinative, the empirical research suggests the fairness standard is
ngl , , , ,| '^gglfgl] geall]\((9 Guhan Subramanian, Fixing Freezeouts, 115 Yale L.J. 2,
/3 f,41 '0..3( '{WAXflaj] ^Yajf]kk j]niew would fgl Z] gml[ge] \]l]jeafYlan],|(9 Julian
Velasco, A Defense of the Corporate Law Duty of Care, 40 J. Corp. L. 647, 689 (2015)
(collecting cases where defendants have prevailed under entire fairness and noting that
{WgXf[] Yhhda]\* l`] ]flaj] ^Yajfess test is no longer considered outcome-\]l]jeafYlan]|(9
Julian Velasco, How Many Fiduciary Duties Are There in Corporate Law?, 83 S. Cal. L.
N]n, /01/* /020 '0./.( '{WPX`] ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk l]kl ak fgl imal] Yk \]eYf\af_ Yk [gmd\ Z]
imagined. It is not actually outcome-\]l]jeafYlan],|(9 Jeffrey J. Clark, Comment, Kahn
v. Lynch Communication Systems, Inc.: A Major Step Toward Clarifying the Role of
Independent Committees, 20 Del. J. Corp. L. 564, 565 n.11 (1995) (expressing skepticism
that entire fairness is outcome determinative by citing two cases where defendants met
the entire fairness standard). For illustrative cases where the defendants prevailed, after
trial, under the entire fairness standard of review, see Kahn v. Lynch Commcfn Sys., Inc.,
669 A.2d 79 (Del. 1995); Cinerama, Inc. v. Technicolor, Inc., 663 A.2d 1156 (Del.
1995); Nixon v. Blackwell, 626 A.2d 1366 (Del. 1993); Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Co., 493
A.2d 929 (Del. 1985); In re Trados Inc. Sfholder Litig., 73 A.3d 17 (Del. Ch. 2013);
Zimmerman v. Crothall, 62 A.3d 676 (Del. Ch. 2013); S. Muoio & Co. LLC v. Hallmark
Entmft Invs. Co., 2011 WL 863007 (Del. Ch. Mar. 9, 2011), afffd 35 A.3d 419 (Del.
2011); In re John Q. Hammons Hotels Inc. Sfholder Litig., 2011 WL 227634 (Del. Ch.
Jan. 14, 2011); Hanover Direct, Inc. Sfholders Litig., 2010 WL 3959399 (Del. Ch. Sept.
24, 2010); Kates v. Beard Research, Inc., 2010 WL 1644176 (Del. Ch. Apr. 23, 2010); In
re Cysive, Inc. Sfholders Litig., 836 A.2d 531 (Del. Ch. 2003) (Strine, V.C.); Emerald
>frs v. Berlin, 2003 WL 21003437 (Del. Ch. Apr. 28, 2003), afffd, 840 A.2d 641 (Del.
2003); Liberis v. Europa Cruises Corp., 1996 WL 73567 (Del. Ch. Feb. 8, 1996), afffd,
702 A.2d 926 (Del. 1997); Van de Walle v. Unimation, Inc., 1991 WL 29303 (Del. Ch.
Mar. 7, 1991); Citron v. E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., 584 A.2d 490 (Del. Ch. 1990);
Rabkin v. Olin Corp., 1990 WL 47648 (Del. Ch. Apr. 17, 1990), afffd, 586 A.2d 1202
(Del. 1990); Shamrock Hldgs., Inc. v. Polaroid Corp., 559 A.2d 257 (Del. Ch. 1989); see
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In my view, the subsequent evolution of the law undermines the case for extending

Aronson beyond the demand-excusal contest. Indeed, given how Delaware law has

evolved since 1984, there is even reason to think that demand futility could operate in a

more nuanced fashion that does not discount entirely the involvement of a controlling

stockholder. There are decisional hints that in its pure form, Aronson is counter-intuitive.

The second prong of Aronson, for example, contemplates that demand is futile if the

transaction is not otherwise governed by the business judgment rule. Aronson, 473 A.2d

at 815. After Tremont II and Lynch, one might think that demand would be futile for a

transaction that was subject to entire fairness ab initio. Writing as a Vice Chancellor,

Chief Justice Strine once said as much, commenting that demand would be futile for

transactions involving a majority stockholder that were governed by the entire fairness

standard.22 Since then, Chancellor Bouchard has trenchantly analyzed Aronson and

also Kleinhandler v. Borgia, 1989 WL 76299 (Del. Ch. July 7, 1989) (summary
judgment). In other cases, the court has held after trial that the challenged transaction was
not entirely fair, but that the plaintiffs had not suffered any transactional damages. See
William Penn Pfship v. Saliba, 13 A.3d 749 (Del. 2011); Ross Hldg. & Mgmt. Co. v.
Advance Realty Gp., LLC, 2014 WL 4374261 (Del. Ch. Sept. 4, 2014); In re Nine Sys.
Corp. Sfholders Litig., 2014 WL 4383127 (Del. Ch. Sept. 4, 2014); Oliver v. Bos. Univ.,
2006 WL 1064169 (Del. Ch. Apr. 14, 2006).

22 See Parfi Hldg. AB v. Mirror Image Internet, Inc., 794 A.2d 1211, 1231 n.47
(Del. Ch. 2001) '{P`] [gehdYafl hd]Y\k hYjla[mdYjar]\ ^Y[lk l`Yl km__]kl l`Yl l`] ]flaj]
fairness standard of reviewzrather than the business judgment rulezwould apply to the
Transactions and that the Transactions might not have been fair. As a result, the
complaint satisfies the second prong of Aronson,|(, revfd on other grounds, 794 A.2d
1211 (Del. 2002). I made a similar comment in an oral ruling, which Treppel cited during
briefing. Montgomery v. Erickson Air-Crane, Inc, C.A. No. 8784-VCL (Del. Ch. Apr. 15,
2014) (TRANSCRIPT).
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concluded that to find demand excused because entire fairness applies ab initio would be

inconsistent with how the Delaware Supreme Court approached the transactions between

Fink and Meyers that were at issue in that decision. Teamsters Union 25 Health Servs. &

Ins. Plan v. Baiera, 2015 WL 4192107 (Del. Ch. July 13, 2015). I agree, but this serves

to highlight the tension between Aronson and other Delaware doctrines.

Another example of how far Delaware law has evolved post-Aronson is demand

futility for Unocal claims. As then-Vice Chancellor Strine explained, there are powerful

reasons to debate whether and when Unocal claims should be characterized as derivative.

In re Gaylord Container Corp. Sfholders Litig., 747 A.2d 71, 75-85 (Del. Ch. 1999).

Ultimately, however, the derivative-individual distinction is {of no practi[Yd aehgjlYf[]|

Z][Ymk] {WkXg dgf_ Yk l`] hdYafla^^ klYl]k Y [dYae aehda[Ylaf_ l`] `]a_`l]f]\ k[jmlafq

required by Unocal, demand has been excused under the [Aronson] demand excusal

l]kl,|23 The reason is that in situations triggering enhanced scrutiny under Unocal, there

23 Id. at 81. As support, the Chief Justice cited the following precedents: Carmody
v. Toll Bros., Inc., 723 A.2d 1180, 1189 (Del. Ch. 1998) '{Even if the claims were
regarded as derivative, the complaint~s entrenchment allegations are sufficient to excuse
compliance with the demand requirement.|(9 Wells Fargo & Co. v. First Interstate
Bancorp, 1996 WL 32169, at *8 (Del. Ch. Jan. 18, 1996) (Allen, C.) ({Sal` j]kh][l lg l`]
entrenchment claim, it seems clear that factual allegations which, if true, are sufficient to
shift the burden to defendants to meet the }enhanced business judgment~ test of Unocal
are similarly sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt concerning the board~s ability to make
a binding business judgment, whether one focuses on a judgment to resist the Wells
Fargo offer or on the hypothetical judgment that this board would make if asked to
afklalml] l`ak dYo kmal,|); 6V ZM 0PZa[TMZ 0WZX) AfPWTLMZ[ 9Q\QO), 1992 WL 181024, at *4-5
'@]d, ?`, Fmdq 05* /770( '`gd\af_ l`Yl \aj][lgjk~ decision to lower rights plan trigger
created sufficient inference of entrenchment to excuse demand); Moran v. Household
Intfl, Inc., 490 A.2d 1059, 1070 (Del. Ch.) ({Ef eq na]o* l`] hdYafla^^k~ complaints,
which set forth particularized facts alleging that the Rights Plan deters all hostile
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ak Yf {gefahj]k]fl kh][l]j that a board may be acting primarily in its own interests, rather

than those of the corporation and its shareholders,| Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co.,

493 A.2d 946, 954 (Del. 1985). One might think that if the omnipresent specter is enough

to excuse demand, then excusal would follow more readily when directors must confront

a dominant stockholder who will continue in control of the entity and enjoys both the

hard and soft power to engage in potentially blatant, but more likely subtle acts of

retribution.24

As these examples illustrate, the rulings in Aronsonzat least in their pure formz

stand out amidst other Delaware decisions. Personally, therefore, I would continue to

limit Aronson~s scope to demand futility, and I would fold its teachings in that area into

the more holistic approach contemplated by Delaware County Employees Retirement

Fund v. Sanchez, 124 A.3d 1017 (Del. 2015). I would not use Aronson as a springboard

for cutting back on post-Aronson case law governing entire fairness transactions. But that

is the view of just one trial court judge. Ultimately, the choice between Aronson and

other precedents is something only the Delaware Supreme Court can resolve. If the

takeover attempts through its limitation on alienability of shares and the exercise of proxy
rights, sufficiently pleads a primary purpose to retain control, and thus casts a reasonable
doubt as to the disinterestedness and independence of the board at this stage of the
hjg[]]\af_k,|), afffd, 500 A.2d 1346 (Del. 1985).

24 For incumbent directors the implications of taking action in the controlling
stockholder context run in the opposite direction from the takeover context. In the latter
setting, the directors preserve their incumbency and align themselves with management
by doing something, viz. by adopting defensive measures. In the former setting, directors
preserve their positions and align themselves with the controller by not doing something,
viz. by not initiating litigation.
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Delaware Supreme Court chooses to apply Aronson more broadly and limit the

substantive application of the entire fairness framework, then its ruling obviously will

control. Absent further guidance from the high court, however, this decision hews to the

weight of precedent regarding how Delaware law approaches transactions in which a

controlling stockholder receives a non-ratable benefit.

4. Entire Fairness With A Potential Burden Shift

Based on the foregoing analysis, the operative standard of review for the

Challenged Agreements is entire fairness, with the involvement of the Audit Committee

operating potentially as a basis for shifting the burden of proof to the plaintiff. Under this

standard, the Complaint states a claim for breach of fiduciary duty.

The Complaint supports a reasonable inference that the Challenged Agreements

were not entirely fair and represented a means by which Cohen extracted a non-ratable

return from EZCORP. Factors that support this inference include:

' The capital structure of the company, in which Cohen owns high-vote shares that
allow him to control EZCORP with only 5.5% of its equity, creating a disincentive for
paying dividends and a strong incentive to obtain returns through direct transfers.

' The long history of advisory services agreements between EZCORP and entities
affiliated with Cohen.

' The amount and timing of the payments, which involved a regular, monthly payment
stream that increased steadily over time.

' The magnitude of the payments each year, which were comparable in amount to what
EZCORP otherwise might have paid as a dividend.

' The minimal resources of Madison Park and its lack of any other publicly traded
clients.
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' The duplication between the services Madison Park agreed to provide and the
capabilities and expertise of EZCORP~s management team.

' The fact that none of EZCORP~s peer companies employed a similar consulting firm.

' The decision by Beal and Love to cancel the 2013 Renewal.

' Cohen~s retaliation against Beal and Love for cancelling the 2013 Renewal.

The defendants correctly observe that in the abstract, there is nothing wrong about

a public company hiring a consulting firm to provide services. It may well be shown at a

later stage of the case that hiring Madison Park was appropriate here. For pleading

purposes, however, it is reasonably conceivable that the Challenged Agreements were a

form of tunneling.

The Complaint adequately pleads for purposes of a motion to dismiss that the

terms of the Challenged Agreements were unfair and that EZCORP suffered harm.

Allegations regarding damages can be pled generally. The Complaint details the fees paid

to Madison Park and explains why they were both unnecessary and excessive when

compared to EZCORP~s revenue and income

At the pleading stage, the involvement of the Audit Committee does not defeat the

breach of fiduciary duty claim. When a transaction involving self-dealing by a controlling

shareholder is challenged, unless the corporation deploys both an independent committee

and a majority-of-the-minority vote, then the most that the use of the committee can

achieve is a shift in the burden of proof. The defendants can achieve that result only if

l`]q `Yn] Y {o]dd ^mf[lagfaf_| [geeall]] g^ af\]h]f\]fl \aj][lgjk, See In re S. Peru

Copper Corp. Sfholder Deriv. Litig., 52 A.3d 761, 789 (Del. Ch. 2011) (Strine, C.), afffd
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sub nom. Ams. Mining Corp. v. Theriault, 51 A.3d 1213 (Del. 2012). Determining

o`]l`]j Y [geeall]] g^ af\]h]f\]fl \aj][lgjk ak ]^^][lan] ak Y {^Y[l-afl]fkan] afimajq,|

Krasner v. Moffett, 826 A.2d 277, 285-86 (Del. 2003). Shifting the burden of proof at the

pleading klY_] {oadd fgjeYddq Z] aehgkkaZd]| Z][Ymk] \]^]f\Yflk \g fgl `Yn] l`] dmpmjq

of arguing facts that would counter the plaintiffs~ well-pled allegations that are assumed

as true. Orman v. Cullman, 794 A.2d 5, 20 n.36 (Del. Ch. 2002). Ef k`gjl* {a motion to

dismiss is not the proper vehicle for deciding whether the burden of proof under entire

^Yajf]kk k`gmd\ Z] k`a^l]\,|25

Count I states a claim for breach of fiduciary duty against Cohen, MS Pawn, and

Roberts. The Rule 12(b)(6) motion is denied as to Count I.

C. Count II: Waste

Count I of the Complaint alleges that by entering into the Challenged Agreements

and making the payments they contemplated, the defendants engaged in waste.

=[[gj\af_ lg l`] ?gehdYafl* {l`] l]jek g^ l`] W?`Ydd]f_]\ =_j]ements] constitute an

exchange of corporate assets for consideration so disproportionately small as to lie

25 Frank v. Elgamal, 2012 WL 1096090, at *10 (Del. Ch. Mar. 30, 2012); accord
Hamilton Pfrs, L.P. v. Highland Capital Mgmt., L.P., 2014 WL 1813340, at *12, *14
'@]d, ?`, IYq 5* 0./2( '{P`] hgkkaZadalq l`Yl l`] ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk klYf\Yj\ g^ j]na]o eYq
apply tends to preclude the Court from granting a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6)
unless the alleged controlling stockholder is able to show, conclusively, that the
challenged transaction was entirely fair based solely on the allegations of the complaint
and the documents integral to it. . . . [T]he Court is presently unable to conclude that the
Oh][aYd ?geeall]] oYk km^^a[a]fldq }o]dd ^mf[lagfaf_~ Yk lg k`a^l l`] Zmj\]f g^ hjgg^
mf\]j l`] ]flaj] ^Yajf]kk klYf\Yj\* lg l`] ]pl]fl al eYq Yhhdq* lg l`] LdYafla^^,|(,
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beyond the range at which any reasonable person might be willing to trade or conduct a

Zmkaf]kk ljYfkY[lagf,| ?gehd, w 73,

{P`] hd]Y\af_ Zmj\]f gf Y plaintiff attacking a corporate transaction as wasteful is

necessarily higher than that of a plaintiff challenging a transaction as }unfair~ as a result

of the directors~ [gf^da[l]\ dgqYdla]k, , , ,| Harbor Fin. Pfrs v. Huizenga, 751 A.2d 879,

892 (Del. Ch. 1999) (Strine, V.C.). For a waste claim to survive a motion to dismiss, a

hdYafla^^ emkl k`go {][gfgea[ l]jek kg gf]-sided as to create an inference that no person

acting in a good faith pursuit of the corporation~s interests could have approved the

termk,| Sample v. Morgan, 914 A.2d 647, 670 (Del. Ch. 2007) (Strine, V.C.).

In Quadrant Structured Products Co. v. Vertin, 102 A.3d 155 (Del. Ch. 2014), this

court confronted a similar situation in which the plaintiff alleged that the director

defendants had caused the company to transfer value preferentially to the company~s

controlling entity by paying excessive service and licensing fees. The court held that

o`ad] aehjgZYZd]* al oYk [gf[]anYZd] l`Yl l`] {]p[]kkan] ^]]k [gmd\ ^Ydd kg ^Yj Z]qgf\

market standar\k Yk lg Yegmfl lg oYkl],| Id. at 193. The same outcome is possible here.

As a practical matter, it is unlikely that waste will be a relevant theory of relief. If

the Complaint~s waste theory is correct, then it will mean that the terms of the Challenged

Agreements were unfair and constituted a breach of fiduciary duty. This makes the waste

theory somewhat redundant. Nevertheless, as a strict pleading matter, the waste claim can

proceed. See In re Citigroup Inc. Sfholder Deriv. Litig., 964 A.2d 106, 139 (Del. Ch.

2009).

D. Count III: Aiding And Abetting
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Count III attempts to impose liability on Cohen and MS Pawn for aiding and

abetting the Director Defendants~ breaches of fiduciary duty. A claim for aiding and

abetting has four elements: {(1) the existence of a fiduciary relationship, (2) a breach of

the fiduciary~s duty, (3) knowing participation in the breach, and (4) damages

proximately caused by the breach.| Malpiede v. Townson, 780 A.2d 1075, 1096 (Del.

2001) (quotation marks and formatting omitted).

For reasons discussed previously, I believe that the proper claim for pursuing

?g`]f ak ^gj Zj]Y[` g^ `ak \mla]k Yk Y [gfljgdd]j, =k Y _]f]jYd jmd]* {WaX^ Y \]^]f\Yfl `Yk

acted in a fiduciary capacity, then that defendant is liable as a fiduciary and not for aiding

Yf\ YZ]llaf_,| Quadrant, 102 A.3d at 203. Count III is dismissed as to Cohen.

The claim against MS Pawn for aiding and abetting is well pled. Although I have

posited that a breach of fiduciary duty claim provides the more straightforward way of

reaching MS Pawn, Delaware authority supports the proposition that the entity through

which the ultimate controller exercises control can be sued alternatively as an aider and

abetter of the ultimate controller~s breach. In re Emerging Commcfns, Inc. Sfholders

Litig., 2004 WL 1305745, at * 38 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2004). The Complaint permissibly

pleads these theories in the alternative. Ch. Ct. R. 8(e).

E. Count IV: Unjust Enrichment

Count IV asserts an unjust enrichment claim. Count IV presumes the existence of

a breach of fiduciary duty or a finding of waste and posits that under those circumstances,

Madison Park and Cohen were unjustly enriched in the amount of the fees they received
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under the Challenged Agreements. In either scenario, a remedy would lie for breach of

fiduciary duty or waste. The unjust enrichment count adds nothing.

Alternatively, if there is no underlying breach of fiduciary duty or finding of

oYkl]* l`]f l`] ?`Ydd]f_]\ =_j]]e]flk Yj] nYda\, {P`ak ?gmjl jgmlaf]dq \akeakk]k mfbmkl

enrichment claims that are premised on an express, enforceable contract that controls the

parties~ relationship because damages is an available remedy at law for breach of

[gfljY[l,| Veloric v. J.G. Wentworth, Inc., 2014 WL 4639217, at *19 (Del. Ch. Sept. 18,

2014) (quotation marks omitted).

Based on these alternatives, it is not reasonably conceivable that Cohen and

Madison Park could be liable for Count IV under circumstances when they would not

also be liable under Counts I and III. Count IV is dismissed.

III. THE RULE 23.1 ANALYSIS

For this decision to have recognized that EZCORP possesses a viable claim does

not mean that Treppel necessarily can assert it. When a corporation suffers harm, the

board of directors is the institutional actor legally empowered under Delaware law to

determine what, if any, remedial action the corporation should take, including pursuing

litigation against the individuals involved. See 8 Del. C. v /2/'Y(, {= [Yj\afYd hj][]hl g^

the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware is that directors, rather than

k`Yj]`gd\]jk* eYfY_] l`] Zmkaf]kk Yf\ Y^^Yajk g^ l`] [gjhgjYlagf,| Aronson, 473 A.2d at

811. {@aj][lgjk g^ @]dYoYj] [gjhgjYlagfk \]jan] l`]aj eYfY_]jaYd \][akagf eYcaf_ hgo]j*

which encompasses decisions whether to initiate, or refrain from entering, litigation, from

8 Del. C. v /2/'Y(,| Zapata, 430 A.2d at 782 (footnote omitted). Section 141(a) vests
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statutory authority in the board of directors to determine what action the corporation will

take with its litigation assets, just as with other corporate assets. Id.

In a derivative suit, a stockholder seeks to displace the board~s authority over a

litigation asset and assert the corporation~s claim.26 A stockholder whose litigation efforts

are opposed by the corporation can accomplish this feat only by obtaining a judicial

ruling establishing demand excusal or wrongful refusal.

Because directors are empowered to manage, or direct the management of,
the business and affairs of the corporation, the right of a stockholder to
prosecute a derivative suit is limited to situations where the stockholder has
demanded that the directors pursue the corporate claim and they have
wrongfully refused to do so or where demand is excused because the
directors are incapable of making an impartial decision regarding such
litigation.27

26 Aronson, 473 A.2d at 811; see also Desimone v. Barrows, 924 A.2d 908, 914
(Del. Ch. 2007) (Strine, V.C.) 'fglaf_ l`Yl l`] akkm] ^gj Y Nmd] 01,/ eglagf ak {o`]l`]j
the . . . board should be divested of its authority to address [the underlying] misconduct|(,

27 Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927, 932 (Del. 1993) (emphases added; citation
omitted); accord Wood v. Baum, 731 =,0\ /14* /2. '@]d, 0..6( '{= klg[c`gd\]j eYq fgl
pursue a derivative suit to assert a claim of the corporation unless the stockholder: (a) has
first demanded that the directors pursue the corporate claim and the directors have
wrongfully refused to do so; or (b) establishes that pre-suit demand is excused because
the directors are deemed incapable of making an impartial decision regarding the pursuit
g^ l`] dala_Ylagf,|(9 Kaplan v. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 540 A.2d 726, 730 (Del.
/766( '{P`] ja_`l lg Zjaf_ Y \]janYlan] Y[lagf \g]k fgl [ge] aflg ]pakl]f[] mflad l`]
plaintiff shareholder has made a demand on the corporation to institute such an action or
mflad l`] k`Yj]`gd\]j `Yk \]egfkljYl]\ l`Yl \]eYf\ ogmd\ Z] ^mlad],|(9 Ainscow v.
Sanitary Co. of Am., /6. =, 4/2* 4/3 '@]d, ?`, /713( 'Sgd[gll* ?,( '{W=X klg[c`gd\]j `Yk
no right to ^ad] Y Zadd af l`] [gjhgjYlagf~s behalf unless he has first made demand on the
corporation that it bring the suit and the demand has been answered by a refusal, or
unless the circumstances are such that because of the relation of the responsible officers
o^ l`] [gjhgjYlagf lg l`] Ydd]_]\ ojgf_k* Y \]eYf\ ogmd\ Z] gZnagmkdq ^mlad], , , ,|(,
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Treppel did not make a litigation demand, and the Board opposes his efforts to pursue

litigation. Consequently, he can gain authority to litigate EZCORP~s claims only by

establishing that demand was excused as futile.

P`] \]eYf\ j]imaj]e]fl {ak Y ZYka[ hjaf[ahd] g^ [gjhgjYl] _gn]jfYf[] Yf\ ak Y

eYll]j g^ kmZklYflan] dYo,|28 Nmd] 01,/ ak l`] {hjg[]\mjYd ]eZg\ae]fl g^ l`ak kmZklYflan]

hjaf[ahd],|29 Rule 23.1 implements the demand requirement procedurally by requiring

that Y \]janYlan] hdYafla^^ {Ydd]_] oal` hYjla[mdYjalq l`] ]^^gjlk* a^ Yfq* eY\] Zq l`]

plaintiff to obtain the action the plaintiff desires from the directors or comparable

authority and the reasons for the plaintiff~s failure to obtain the action or for not making

l`] ]^^gjl,| ?l, ?`, N, 01,/, Through this procedural mechanism, Rule 23.1 enables courts

to apply the substantive law of demand doctrine at the pleading stage, rather than

deferring the issues until later in the case.

28 Grimes v. Donald, 673 A.2d 1207, 1216 (Del. 1996) (quotation marks omitted);
accord Kamen v. Kemper Fin. Servs., Inc., 500 U.S. 90, 96-97 (1991) ({[T]he function of
the demand doctrine in delimiting the respective powers of the individual shareholder and
of the directors to control corporate litigation clearly is a matter of }substance,~ not
^procedure.~|); Braddock v. Zimmerman, 906 A.2d 776, 784 (Del. 2006) '{The demand
requirement of Rule 23.1 is a substantive right , , , ,| 'imglYlagf eYjck geall]\((9
Ainscow, 180 A. at 615 '{P`] im]klagf g^ o`]l`]j Y klg[c`gd\]j eYq Y[l Yk Y ngdmfl]]j af
taking up the cudgels in behalf of his corporation . . . is one of his right and authority to
Y[l,|(.

29 Rales, 634 A.2d at 932. Rule 23.1 cannot create a substantive legal doctrine on
its own. See 10 Del. C. v 14/'Z( '{WNXmd]k shall be for the purpose of securing the just
and, so far as possible, the speedy and inexpensive determination of every such
proceeding. The rules shall not abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right of any
party.|(,
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A board can consider a demand properly, and a plaintiff therefore can seek to

{gZlYaf l`] Y[lagf he \]kaj]k ^jge l`] \aj][lgjk*| a^ Y eYbgjalq g^ l`] \aj][lgjk [Yf

exercise their independent and disinterested business judgment about whether to pursue

litigation. Aronson, 473 A.2d at 808 n.1, ?gfn]jk]dq* \]eYf\ ak ^mlad] o`]f {l`]

particularized factual allegations of a derivative stockholder complaint create a

reasonable doubt that, as of the time the complaint is filed, the board of directors could

have properly exercised its independent and disinterested business judgment in

j]khgf\af_ lg Y \]eYf\,| Rales, 634 A.2d at 934.

P`] {j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl| klYf\Yj\ ak fgl afl]f\]\ lg af[gjhgjYl] {Y [gf[]hl

normally presefl af [jaeafYd hjgk][mlagf,| Grimes* 451 =,0\ Yl /0/5, {N]YkgfYZd] \gmZl

[Yf Z] kYa\ lg e]Yf l`Yl l`]j] ak Y j]Ykgf lg \gmZl,| Id. {OlYl]\ gZn]jk]dq* l`] [gf[]hl g^

reasonable doubt is akin to the concept that the stockholder has a }reasonable belief~ that

the board lacks independence or that the transaction was not protected by the business

judgment rule. The concept of reasonable belief is an objective test . . . .| Id. at 1217

f,/5, El ak {km^^a[a]fldq ^d]paZd] Yf\ ogjcYZd] lg hjgna\] l`] klg[c`gd\]j oalh }the keys to

the courthouse~ in an appropriate case where the claim is not based on mere suspicions or

klYl]\ kgd]dq af [gf[dmkgjq l]jek,| Id. at 1217 (footnote omitted).

= hdYafla^^ Ydkg f]]\ fgl {hd]Y\ hYjla[mdYjar]\ ^Y[lk km^^a[a]fl lg kmklYaf Y }judicial

finding~ either of director interest or lack of director independen[]| gj of another

disabling factor. Grobow v. Perot, 539 A.2d 180, 183 (Del. 1988). Rule 23.1 requires that

Y hdYafla^^ Ydd]_] kh][a^a[ ^Y[lk* Zml {`] f]]\ fgl hd]Y\ ]na\]f[],| Aronson, 473 A.2d at

816; accord Brehm v. Eisner, 746 A.2d 244, 254 (Del. 2000) '{WPX`] hd]Y\]j ak fgl
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j]imaj]\ lg hd]Y\ ]na\]f[] , , , ,|(, S`]l`]j l`] hd]\ ^Y[lk [gmd\ kmhhgjl Y {bm\a[aYd

^af\af_| l`Yl l`] \aj][lgj oYk fgl \akafl]j]kl]\ gj af\]h]f\]fl ak {Yf ]p[]kkan] [jal]jagf|

for applying Rule 23.1. Grobow, 539 A.2d at 183. The operative standard is the

{j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl l]kl,| Id.

Bgj Y ljaYd [gmjl* {W\X]l]jeafaf_ o`]l`]j Y hdYafla^^ `Yk hd]\ ^Y[lk kmhhgjlaf_ Yf

inference that a director cannot act independently of an interested director for purposes of

\]eYf\ ]p[mkYd , , , [Yf Z] \a^^a[mdl,| Del. Cty. Empls. Ret. Fund v. Sanchez, 124 A.3d

/./5* /./7 '@]d, 0./3(, S`]f eYcaf_ l`Yl \]l]jeafYlagf* {al ak aehgjlYfl l`Yl l`] ljaYd

court consider all particularized facts pled by the plaintiffs about the relationships

between the director and the interested party in their totality and not in isolation from

]Y[` gl`]j,| Id. {WKXmj dYo j]imaj]k l`Yl Ydd the pled facts regarding a director~s

relationship to the interested party be considered in full context in making the, admittedly

aehj][ak]* hd]Y\af_ klY_] \]l]jeafYlagf g^ af\]h]f\]f[],| Id. at 1022. Evaluating a

board~k YZadalq lg [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\ aehYjlaYddq l`mk j]imaj]k Y {[gfl]plmYd afimajq,|30

30 Beam ex rel Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, Inc. v. Stewart (Beam II), 845
A.2d 1040, 1049 (Del. 2004); see Khanna v. McMinn, 2006 WL 1388744, at *14 (Del.
?`, IYq 7* 0..4( '\]k[jaZaf_ l`] Nmd] 01,/ YfYdqkak Yk {^Y[l-afl]fkan]|(9 see also Kahn v.
Portnoy, 2008 WL 5197/42* Yl )/0 '@]d, ?`, @][, //* 0..6( '{E Ye [gfnaf[]\ l`Yl l`]k]
relationships, taken together, are sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt that Koumantzelis
ogmd\ Z] [YhYZd] g^ ]p]j[akaf_ af\]h]f\]fl Zmkaf]kk bm\_e]fl,| ']eh`Ykak Y\\]\((9 Cal.
Pub. Empls)f Ret. Sys. v. Coulter* 0..0 SH 1/666121* Yl )7 '@]d, ?`, @][, /6* 0..0( '{E^
taken separately, none of the individual allegations would be adequate to raise a
reasonable doubt as to Mandigo~s disinterest or independence. . . . Taken together, they
_an] l`ak ?gmjl j]Ykgf lg \gmZl l`Yl IYf\a_g ak \akafl]j]kl]\ Yf\ af\]h]f\]fl,|(
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Hac]oak]* {al [Yffgl Z] a_fgj]\ l`Yl Ydl`gm_` l`] hdYafla^^ ak Zgmf\ lg hd]Y\

particularized facts in pleading a derivative complaint, so too the court is bound to draw

all inferences from those particularized facts in favor of the plaintiff, and not the

\]^]f\Yfl* o`]f \akeakkYd g^ Y \]janYlan] [gehdYafl ak kgm_`l,| Sanchez, 124 A.3d at

/00, {P`] o]dd-pleaded factual allegations of the derivative complaint are accepted as

ljm] gf WY Nmd] 01,/X eglagf,| Rales, 634 A.2d 931. Once a plaintiff has made

hYjla[mdYjar]\ Ydd]_Ylagfk* l`] hdYafla^^ ak ]flald]\ lg Ydd {j]YkgfYZd] af^]j]f[]k Wl`YlX

logically flow from particulariz]\ ^Y[lk Ydd]_]\,|31

This decision accepts the defendants~ position that for purposes of evaluating

demand futility, the Board comprised directors Kuchenrither, Cumins, Given, Miranda,

Roberts, Rotunda, and Espinosa.32 To determine whether the Board could properly

31 Beam II, 845 A.2d at 1048; accord Sanchez, 124 A.2d at 1019 (instructing the
ljaYd [gmjl lg {\jYo Ydd j]YkgfYZd] af^]j]f[]k ^jge l`] lglYdalq g^ Wl`] hYjla[mdYjar]\ ^Y[lk
hd]\X af ^Yngj g^ l`] hdYafla^^k|(9 Brehm* 524 =,0\ Yl 033 '{LdYintiffs are entitled to all
reasonable factual inferences that logically flow from the particularized facts
alleged . . . ,|(,

32 As discussed in the Factual Background, Treppel contends that when he filed
this action at 3:02 p.m. on July 28, 2014, the publicly known directors were
Kuchenrither, Given, Espinosa, and Miranda. After 4:00 p.m. on that same day, EZCORP
announced that the new directors had joined the Board, resulting in the membership that
this opinion uses. In the abstract, which board to use raises a nice doctrinal question, but
it need not be answered in this case because demand is futile either way. Under the
defendants~ view, demand is futile because reasonable doubt exists as to whether four of
the seven directors could give proper consideration to a litigation demand. If this decision
used the four directors that the plaintiffs identify, then demand is futile because a
reasonable doubt exists as to whether three of the four directors (Kuchenrither, Given,
and Miranda) could consider a demand.
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consider a demand, a court counts heads. If the board of directors lacks a majority

comprising independent and disinterested directors, then demand is futile.33

In my view, a reasonable doubt exists as to six directors: Kuchenrither, Cumins,

Given, Miranda, Roberts, and Rotunda. A reasonable doubt therefore exists as to the

Board as a whole.

A. Kuchenrither

The first director is Kuchenrither, who is a senior executive at EZCORP. After

cleaning house in July 2014, Cohen made Kuchenrither the interim CEO. Kuchenrither

previously served as EZCORP~s CFO, and he held other executive positions with

EZCORP before that. Kuchenrither derives his principal source of income from his

employment with EZCORP. He received approximately $1.3 million in 2011, $1.6

million in 2012, and $4.8 million in 2013. EZCORP acknowledged in its Form 10K for

its fiscal year 2013, filed on November 26, 2014, that because Kuchenrither is an

{]p][mlan] g^^a[]j| g^ AV?KNL* `] ak {fgl af\]h]f\]fl af Y[[gj\Yf[] oal` l`] klYf\Yj\s

k]l ^gjl` af l`] J=O@=M daklaf_ jmd]k,|

33 Aronson, 473 A.2d at 812 (noting that if Y ZgYj\ \][akagf ak {not approved by a
majority consisting of the disinterested directors, then the business judgment rule has no
Yhhda[Ylagf|(; see Beam II, 845 A.2d at 1046 n.8 (noting for demand futility purposes that
disinterested and independent majority is required, such that a board evenly divided
between interested and disinterested directors could not exercise business judgment on a
demand); Gentile v. Rossette* 0./. SH 0/5/4/1* Yl )5 f,14 '@]d, ?`, IYq 06* 0./.( '{=
board that is evenly divided between conflicted and non-conflicted members is not
[gfka\]j]\ af\]h]f\]fl Yf\ \akafl]j]kl]\,|(9 Beneville v. York, 769 A.2d 80, 85 (Del. Ch.
2000) (Strine, V.C.) (demand futile where board is split).
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Under the great weight of Delaware precedent, senior corporate officers generally

lack independence for purposes of evaluating matters that implicate the interests of a

controller.34 In those circumstances, a reasonable doubt exists as to whether the officer

{[Yf aehYjlaYddq [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\| l`Yl ogmd\ afngdn] lYcaf_ Y[lagf {eYl]jaYddq Y\n]jk]

to [the controller~kX afl]j]klk,| Mizel* /777 SH 33.147* Yl )1, S`]f g^^a[]jk {\]jan]

their principal income ^jge l`]aj ]ehdgqe]fl*| l`Yl ^Y[l {hgo]j^mddq klj]f_l`]fk l`]

af^]j]f[]| l`Yl l`] g^^a[]jk [gmd\ fgl [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\ gf l`] e]jalk* Z][Ymk] {al ak

34 Rales, 634 A.2d at 937 (holding that President and CEO of corporation could
not impartially consider a litigation demand which, if granted, would have resulted in a
suit adverse to significant stockholders); In re The Student Loan Corp. Deriv. Litig., 2002
WL 75479, at *3 (Del. Ch. Jan. 8, 2002) (Strine, V.C.) '{Ef l`] [Yk] g^ Wl`] ?AKX* lg
accept such a [litigation] demand would require him to decide to have Student Loan sue
Citigroup, an act that would displease a majority stockholder in a position to displace him
from his lucrative CEK hgkalagf,|(9 Mizel v. Connolly, 1999 WL 550369, at *3 (Del. Ch.
July 22, 1999) (Strine, V.C.) (observing that President and CEO of corporation whose
position constituted his principal employment was not independent for demand-futility
purposes where underlying transaction was between corporation and its controller);
Steiner v. Meyerson* /773 SH 22/777* Yl )/. '@]d, ?`, Fmdq /7* /773( '=dd]f* ?,( '{P`]
facts alleged appear to raise a reasonable doubt that Wipff, as president, chief operating
officer, and chief financial officer, would be unaffected by [the CEO and significant
klg[c`gd\]j~k afl]j]klX af l`] ljYfkY[lagf l`Yl l`] hdYafla^^ YllY[ck,|(9 see Bakerman v.
Sidney Frank Imp. Co., 2006 WL 3927242, at *9 (Del. Ch. Oct. 10, 2006) (holding that
reasonable doubt existed as to ability of insider managers of LLC to address a litigation
\]eYf\ ^g[mkaf_ gf l`] ]flalq~k [gfljgdd]jk(9 see also MCG Capital Corp. v. Maginn,
0./. SH /56005/* Yl )0. '@]d, ?`, IYq 3* 0./.( '{P`]j] eYq Z] Y j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl
about a director~s independence if his or her continued employment and compensation
[Yf Z] Y^^][l]\ Zq l`] \aj][lgjk o`g j][]an]\ l`] [`Ydd]f_]\ Z]f]^al,|(; In re Cooper Co.,
Inc. AfPWTLMZ[ 1MZQ^) 9Q\QO), 2000 WL 1664167, at *6 (Del. Ch. Oct. 31, 2000) (finding
reasonable doubt existed as to ability of two directors, one of whom was also CFO and
Treasurer and the other who was also Vice President and General Counsel, to consider
litigation demand addressing actions by other directors).
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doubtful that they can consider the demand . . . without also pondering whether an

affirmative vote would endanger their [gflafm]\ ]ehdgqe]fl,| Id.

EZCORP~s disclosure regarding the NASDAQ listing standards points in the same

direction. The independence standards established by stock exchanges and the

requirements of Delaware law, such that a finding of independence (or its absence) under

one source of authority is not determinative for purposes of the other,35 but the two

sources of authority are mutually reinforcing and seek to advance similar goals. The fact

that a director qualifies as independent for purposes of a governing listing standard is

therefore a helpful fact which, all else equal, makes it more likely that the director is

independent for purposes of Delaware law. The opposite is likewise true. The listing

35 Kahn v. M & F Worldwide Corp., 88 A.3d 635, 648 n.26 (Del. 2014) (agreeing
oal` ?gmjl g^ ?`Yf[]jq l`Yl {\aj][lgjk~ compliance with NYSE independence standards
}does not mean that they are necessarily independent under [Delaware] law in particular
circumstances.~|(; Teamsters Union 25 Health Servs. & Ins. Plan v. Baiera, 119 A.3d 44,
4/ '@]d, ?`, 0./3( '{W=X ZgYj\~s determination of director independence under the
NYSE Rules is qualitatively different from, and thus does not operate as a surrogate for,
this Court~s analysis of independence under Delaware law for demand futility
hmjhgk]k,|(; In re Oracle Corp. Deriv. Litig., 824 A.2d 917, 941 & n.62 (Del. Ch. 2003)
(Strine, V.C.) (citing listing standards and observing that {even the best minds have yet to
devise across-the-board definitions that capture all the circumstances in which the
independence of directors might reasonably be questioned. By taking into account all
circumstances, the Delaware approach undoubtedly results in some level of
indeterminacy, but with the compensating benefit that independence determinations are
lYadgj]\ lg l`] hj][ak] kalmYlagf Yl akkm],|(; see Yucaipa Am. All. Fund II, L.P. v. Riggio, 1
=,1\ 1/.* 1/3 '@]d, ?`, 0./.( 'Oljaf]* R,?,( '{E \g fgl da_`ldq a_fgj] Wl`Yl @]d Cam\a[]
had been determined to be independent under the NYSE listing standards], but on the
limited record before me I cannot conclude that the business and political ties between
Del Giudice and Riggio render Del Giudice independent of Riggio.|), afffd, 15 A.3d 218
(Del. 2011).
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klYf\Yj\k Yj] l`]j]^gj] {Y mk]^md kgmj[] ^gj l`ak [gmjl lg [gfka\]j o`]f Ykk]kkaf_ Yf

Yj_me]fl l`Yl Y \aj][lgj dY[ck af\]h]f\]f[],|36

Taken together, these facts generate a reasonable doubt as to Kuchenrither~s

ability to consider a demand.

B. Cumins

The next director is Cumins. Unlike Kuchenrither, Cumins is not an employee at

EZCORP. Instead, he is a managing director of Cash Converters, where he has worked

since 1990. EZCORP owns approximately 33% of the equity of Cash Converters, giving

it substantial influence over that entity. Cumins also sits on the board of Cash Converters.

In March 2014, EZCORP and Cash Converters formed a joint venture to operate stores in

Mexico, with EZCORP owning 80% and Cash Converters owning 20% of the venture.

As with Kuchenrither, EZCORP has disclosed that Cumins is not independent for

purposes of the NASDAQ listing standards.

Delaware decisions have recognized that when a director is employed by or

receives compensation from other entities, and where the interested party who would be

adversely affected by pursing litigation controls or has substantial influence over those

36 In re MFW AfPWTLMZ[ 9Q\QO., 67 A.3d 496, 510 (Del. Ch. 2013) (Strine, V.C.),
afffd sub nom., Kahn v. M & F Worldwide Corp., 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014); see Sanchez,
124 A.3d at 1024 n.25 (considering compliance with NASDAQ listing standards as a
factor when evaluating director independence).
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entities, a reasonable doubt exists about that director~s ability to impartially consider a

litigation demand.37

A lack of independence does not turn on whether the interested party can
directly fire a director from his day job. It turns on, at the pleadings stage,
whether the plaintiffs have pled facts from which the director~s ability to
act impartially on a matter important to the interested party can be doubted
because that director may feel either subject to the interested party~s
dominion or beholden to that interested party.

Sanchez, 124 A.3d at 1023 n.25.

At the very least, the pled facts suggest an inference that Cumins might feel

strongly subject to Cohen~s dominion as the controller of EZCORP and an individual

with the ability to influence Cumins~ future at Cash Converters. EZCORP~s disclosure

about his lack of independence for purposes of NASDAQ~s listing standards reinforces

that assessment. A reasonable doubt exists about Cumins~ independence.

C. Given

37 See Rales, 634 A.2d at 937 (finding reasonable doubt of director~s independence
o`]j] \aj][lgj {Z]`gd\]f lg l`] W[gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]jkX af da_`l g^ `ak ]ehdgqe]fl| Yl
another company where controlling stockholders were directors and owned a majority of
the stock); Beam ex rel Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, Inc. v. Stewart (Beam I), 833
=,0\ 74/* 756 '@]d, ?`, 0..1( '^af\af_ ]p][mlan] ]ehdgq]] g^ gf] g^ IYjl`Y Ol]oYjl~k
companies beholden to Stewart), INNfL, Beam II, 845 A.2d at 1057; Tremont I, 1994 WL
162613, at *2 (finding reasonable doubt existed as to whether directors who served as
g^^a[]jk g^ [gfljgdd]j~k Y^^adaYl]k [gmd\ [gfka\]j Y dala_Ylagf \]eYf\(9 see also Sanchez,
124 A.3d at 1023-24 & n.25 (discussing grounds for drawing reasonable inference that
director could not act independently of interested party who held the largest block of
klg[c af l`] \aj][lgj~k ]ehdgq]j* k]jn]\ Yk Y fgf-independent member of the employ]j~k
ZgYj\* Yf\ Ydd]_]\dq [gmd\ af^dm]f[] l`] \aj][lgj~k ]ehdgqe]fl hjgkh][lk oal` `ak
employer).
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The third director is Given. He has an abundance of ties to Madison Park, Cohen,

and other Cohen-affiliated entities.

For starters, Given currently serves as a consultant to Madison Park, the

counterparty under the Challenged Agreements. It is not clear at this stage whether

Given~s role as a consultant involves a degree of obligation to Madison Park that would

create a situation comparable to the dual fiduciary problem identified by the Delaware

Supreme Court in Weinberger v. UOP, Inc.38 Writing as a Vice Chancellor, Chief Justice

Strine explained at length why dual fiduciajq klYlmk ogmd\ j]f\]j Y \aj][lgj {mfYZd] lg

aehYjlaYddq [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\| afngdnaf_ Y ljYfkY[lagf Z]lo]]f l`] log ]flala]k l`Yl l`]

dual fiduciary served. Parfi Hldg. AB v. Mirror Image Internet, Inc., 794 A.2d 1211,

1230-32 (Del. Ch. 2001), revfd on other grounds, 794 A.2d 1211 (Del. 2002). On the

facts presented, Given~s contractual relationship with Madison Park is not automatically

disqualifying, but it is a factor that counts against his ability to consider a litigation

demand impartially. See id. at 1232.

Givens~ ties to Madison Park go beyond his current consultancy. He previously

served as managing director of Madison Park and was employed by that firm since 2004.

During that period, Madison Park benefitted from the substantial payments it received

from EZCORP, its only publicly traded client. The Complaint alleges that Madison Park

is a lightly staffed firm with few resources. At the pleadings stage, it is reasonable to infer

38 457 A.2d 701, 710 (Del. 1983); see Rales, 634 A.2d at 933 (explaining for
hmjhgk]k g^ \]eYf\ ^mladalq l`Yl {}W\Xaj][lgjaYd afl]j]kl ]paklk o`]f]n]j \ana\]\ dgqYdla]k
Yj] hj]k]fl~| 'imglaf_ Pogostin v. Rice, 480 A.2d 619, 624 (Del. 1984)).
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that Given benefited personally from the payments that EZCORP made under the

Challenged Agreements, making it less likely that Given could give impartial

consideration to a litigation demand concerning the Challenged Agreements.

Next, pursuant to an advisory services agreement, Given receives advisory fees

from EZCORP and its affiliates through LPG Limited (HK), his personal entity. LPG

received $740,000 between October 1, 2012 and June 19, 2014. LPG received another

$120,000 since July 1, 2013 for consulting work on behalf of Cash Converters. The

monetary amounts support a reasonable inference that Given is beholden to Cohen.39

Moreover, his participation in an arrangement similar to Cohen~s raises doubts as to his

ability to evaluate Cohen~s arrangement impartially.

On top of these issues, Given has relationships with EZCORP affiliates. He serves

as Vice Chairman of Change Capital Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of EZCORP, and as

Chairman of Change Capital, Asia, another EZCORP affiliate. And EZCORP has

acknowledged in its public filings that he is not independent under the NASDAQ listing

requirements.

39 See, e.g., Orman v. Cullman, 794 A.2d 5, 30 (Del. Ch. 2002) (finding it
reasonable to infer at pleading stage that $75,000 in consulting fees was material to
director and made director beholden to controlling shareholder for continued fees);
Steiner v. Meyerson, 1995 WL 441999, at *10 (Del. Ch. July 19, 1995) (Allen, C.)
'{N]Ydakm of the kind signaled by Rales requires one to acknowledge the possibility that a
partner at a small law firm bringing in close to $1 million in revenues from a single client
in one year may be sufficiently beholden to, or at least significantly influenced by, that
[da]fl Yk lg Y^^][l l`] af\]h]f\]f[] g^ `ak bm\_e]fl,|(,
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At this stage, it is reasonable to infer that Given is sufficiently enmeshed with

Cohen, Madison Park, and other Cohen-controlled entities that he could not consider a

litigation demand relating to the Challenged Agreements.

D. Miranda

The fourth director is Miranda. The connections that Miranda and members of his

^Yeadq `Yn] lg Lj]klY[agf]k BafeYjl* O,=,L,E, \] ?,R,* OKBKI* A,J,N, '{BafeYjl|(* Yf

EZCORP subsidiary, raise a reasonable doubt about his independence.

EZCORP owns 76% of Finmart~s equity, making EZCORP its controlling

stockholder. Miranda~s family members are the minority equity owners, holding

approximately 20% of its equity. The Complaint identifies by name a number of

Miranda~s family members who are employed by Finmart.

Delaware decisions have taken a realistic approach to the ability of a director to

consider a litigation demand when moving forward with the litigation would have an

adverse interest on a close family member.40 Delaware decisions similarly have taken a

40 {Close familial relationships between directors can create a reasonable doubt as
lg aehYjlaYdalq,| 5IZJWZ 3QV) >fZ[ ^) Huizenga, 751 A.2d 879, 889 (Del. Ch. 1999)
'Oljaf]* R,?,(, {S`ad] al ak \gmZld]kk ljm] l`Yl l`] ljY\alagfYd la]k g^ dgqYdlq Yf\ Y^^][lagf
that exist between close family members may not exist in a particular case, the burden
k`gmd\ fgl Z] gf hdYafla^^ lg hd]Y\ l`Yl km[` la]k \g fgl ]pakl,| Mizel, 1999 WL 550369, at
*4; accord Harbor Fin. 53/ =,0\ Yl 667 '{P`] hdYafla^^ Z]Yjk fg Zmj\]f lg hdead facts
demonstrating that directors who are closely related have no history of discord or enmity
l`Yl j]f\]jk l`] fYlmjYd af^]j]f[] g^ emlmYd dgqYdlq Yf\ Y^^][lagf mfj]YkgfYZd],|(, {S`ad]
there is nothing wrong with family members serving together on a board, . . . a
}j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl~ ak jYak]\ o`]f Y \]eYf\ ogmd\ j]imaj] Y \aj][lgj lg kmhhgjl Y kmal
[gfljYjq lg l`] afl]j]klk g^ Y [dgk] ^Yeadq e]eZ]j,| Mizel, 1999 WL 550369, at *4; see
Grimes, 673 A.2d at 1216-/5 'fglaf_ l`Yl Y {^YeadaYd afl]j]kl| [Yf \isable a director);
Grace Bros., Ltd. v. UniHolding Corp., 2000 WL 982401, at *10 (Del. Ch. July 12, 2000)
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realistic approach to the ability of a director to consider a litigation demand when moving

forward with the litigation would have an adverse interest on an individual who could

control or significantly influence the future employment of a close family member.41 The

dYll]j kalmYlagf ak gf] l`Yl _an]k {l`] afl]j]kl]\ hYjlq d]n]jY_] gn]j l`] \aj][lgj,|42

(Strine, V.C.) (finding reasonable doubt about whether a director impartially could
consider a demand adverse to the interests of his brother-in-law); Cooper, 2000 WL
/442/45* Yl )4 '{P`] ?gehdYafl Ydd]_]k l`Yl \aj][lgj B]_`Yda oYk afl]j]kl]\ Yf\-gj
lacked independence because he was Steven Singer~s father in law. That family
relationship is sufficient to create a reason to doubt Mr. Feghali~s ability to impartially
[gfka\]j Y \]eYf\,|(; Harbor Fin. 751 A.2d at 889 (granting inference at pleading stage
l`Yl j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl ]pakl]\ Yk lg \aj][lgj~k YZadalq lg [gfka\]j Y dala_Ylagf \]eYf\
impartially when the proposed defendant was his brother-in-law); see also Chaffin v. GNI
Gp., Inc.* /777 SH 50/347* Yl )3 '@]d, ?`, O]hl, 1* /777( 'fglaf_ l`Yl {egkl hYj]flk
would find it highly difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a completely neutral,
disinterested position on an issue, where his or her own child would benefit substantially
a^ l`] hYj]fl \][a\]k l`] akkm] Y []jlYaf oYq|(.

41 See Sanchez, 124 A.2d at 1019 (holding that the combination of Y {\]]h
^ja]f\k`ah| Z]lo]]f Y \aj][lgj Yf\ l`] afl]j]kl]\ hYjlq* [geZaf]\ oal` l`] ^Y[l l`Yl {l`]
director~s primary employment (and that of his brother) was as an executive of a
[gehYfq gn]j o`a[` l`] afl]j]kl]\ hYjlq `Y\ kmZklYflaYd af^dm]f[]*| kmhhgjl]\ {Yf
inference that the director could not act independently of t`] afl]j]kl]\ hYjlq|(9 In re
China Agritech, Inc. Sfholder Deriv. Litig., 2013 WL 2181514, at *20 (Del. Ch. May 21,
0./1( '{@Ya Ydkg [Yffgl [gfka\]j Y \]eYf\ l`Yl ogmd\ hdY[] ?`Yf_ gj P]f_ Yl jakc
Z][Ymk] `ak \Ym_`l]j~k hjaeYjq ]ehdgqe]fl \]h]f\k gf l`] _god wishes of the
?gehYfq~k [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]jk,|(9 In re J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Sfholder Litig.,
906 A.2d 808, 823 (Del. Ch. 2005) ({BYeadq ]ehdgqe]fl la]k [Yf _an] jak] lg [gf[]jfk
about the ability of directors to act independently of a company~s mYfY_]e]fl,|), afffd,
906 A.2d 766 (Del. 2006); Cal. Pub. Empls)f Ret. Sys. v. Coulter, 2002 WL 31888343, at
)7 '@]d, ?`, @][, /6* 0..0( '{WEXl ak Y j]YkgfYZd] af^]j]f[] ^jge l`] Ydd]_]\
particularized facts that the combination of relationships between Coulter and Mandigo,
Ydgf_ oal` ?gmdl]j~k hgkalagf Yk ?AK g^ l`] [gehYfq l`Yl ]ehdgqk IYf\a_g~k kgf*
would be sufficiently material to preclude Mandigo from being able to consider demand
oal`gml aehjgh]j [gfka\]jYlagfk afl]jn]faf_,|(9 see also In re Emerging Commcfns, Inc.
Sfholders Litig., 2004 WL 1305745, at *34 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2004) (basing finding that
\aj][lgj oYk fgl af\]h]f\]fl af hYjl gf {the fact that the consulting arrangement of [the
director~s] son-in-law . . . with [the interested party] would be put at risk if [the director],
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The Complaint does not identify the compensation that Miranda~s family members

j][]an] ^jge BafeYjl* Zml l`Yl geakkagf ak fgl ^YlYd, {=Zk]fl kge] mfmkmYd ^Y[lzsuch as

the possession of inherited wealthzthe remuneration a person receives from her full-time

job is typically of great consequence to her. It is usually the method by which bills get

paid, health insurance is affordably procured, children~s educations are funded, and

j]laj]e]fl kYnaf_k Yj] Y[[memdYl]\,| In re The Student Loan Corp. Deriv. Litig., 2002

WL 75479, at *3 n.3 (Del. Ch. Jan. 8, 2002) (Strine, V.C.).

It is reasonable to infer at the pleadings stage that when considering a demand to

pursue litigation against Madison Park and Cohen, Miranda would consider Cohen~s

ability to influence the future employment of members of his family. It is also reasonable

to infer that he could consider his family~s minority equity ownership in Finmart and

Cohen~s ability as a majority holder to take action to reduce the value of the minority

stake or eliminate it. A reasonable doubt therefore exists that Miranda could consider

impartially a demand to sue Cohen over the Challenged Agreements. If there were any

doubt, the incremental weight of Cohen~s removal of Beal and Love would tip the scales.

E. Roberts

as a Special Committee member, took a position overly adversarial to [the interested
hYjlqX|(.

42 AIG Ret. Servs., Inc. v. Barbizet, 2006 WL 1980337, at *6 (Del. Ch. July 11,
2006); see also In re Gen. Motors (Hughes) Sfholder Litig., 2005 WL 1089021, at *8
(Del. Ch. May 4, 2005) (analyzing whether a controller had {d]n]jY_]| over particular
director in assessing independence), afffd, 897 A.2d 162 (Del. 2006).
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The fifth director is Roberts. Unlike the first four directors, he does not have a

paid employment or consulting relationship with EZCORP or its affiliates, nor is he

related to anyone who does. He thus starts out as an outside director who presumably

could give impartial consideration to a demand. But despite his status as an outside

director, the following facts when considered together establish a reason to doubt his

ability to consider a demand impartially: (i) his personal participation in the decisions to

approve multiple advisory services agreements with Cohen affiliates, even after

indications of problems had arisen, (ii) his immediate return to the Board after Beal and

Love terminated the 2013 Renewal, and (iii) the implications of Cohen~s demonstrated

willingness to remove outside directors who disagreed with him.

This decision need not determine whether any one of these factors would be

sufficient to call Roberts~ impartiality into question. It holds only that when these factors

Yj] na]o]\ {af l`]aj lglYdalq Yf\ fgl af akgdYlagf ^jge ]Y[` gl`]j*| Y _gg\ j]Ykgf ]paklk lg

doubt Roberts~ independence. Sanchez, 124 A.2d at 1019.

1. Personal Participation In A Series Of Decisions That Include
Those Potentially Under Attack

One contributing factor is the pattern of decisions that Roberts made during his

prior years as a director, when he served as Chair of the Audit Committee (2004-2008)

and as a member of the Audit Committee (2010-2013). Each year, Roberts approved or

re-approved a multi-million dollar advisory services agreement with Madison Park,

including two of the Challenged Agreements. Before embarking on this course, Roberts

had reason to question the wisdom of an advisory relationship between EZCORP and a
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Cohen affiliate: he began approving the agreements with Madison Park shortly after the

Audit Committee determined that Morgan Schiff had been overcharging EZCORP for

expenses.

C]f]jYddq kh]Ycaf_* {e]j] \aj][lgjaYd YhhjgnYd g^ Y ljYfkY[lagf* YZk]fl

particularized facts supporting a breach of fiduciary duty claim, or otherwise establishing

the lack of independence or disinterestedness of a majority of the directors, is insufficient

lg ]p[mk] \]eYf\,| Aronson, 473 A.2d at 817. In other words, the fact that a director

previously approved Y [`Ydd]f_]\ ljYfkY[lagf ak gf] g^ eYfq ^Y[lgjk l`Yl {klYf\af_ Ydgf]|

gj {oal`gml egj]| oadd fgl [Ydd aflg im]klagf Y \aj][lgj~s ability to consider a demand.43

This rule reflects an expectation that a director can be sufficiently open-minded to reflect

on a prior decision and potentially assess it in a new light. It also has a practical

component: Were the rule oth]joak]* l`]f YZk]fl Y [`Yf_] af ZgYj\ [gehgkalagf* {l`]

demand requirements of our law would be meaningless, leaving the clear mandate of

?`Yf[]jq Nmd] 01,/ \]nga\ g^ alk hmjhgk] Yf\ kmZklYf[],| Aronson, 473 A.2d at 814.

A factor that is not sufficiently disqualifying when evaluated alone can still play a

role in the overall demand-excusal analysis. In my view, for a director to have continued

to approve a series of similar transactions, after an indication that the course of action

43 See, e.g., Stein v. Orloff* /763 SH //34/* Yl )1 '@]d, ?`, IYq 1.* /763( '{I]j]
Ydd]_Ylagfk g^ hYjla[ahYlagf af l`] YhhjgnYd g^ l`] ljYfkY[lagf Yj] kaeadYjdq afkm^^a[a]fl| lg
establish a lack of independence); Kaufman v. Belmont, 479 A.2d 282, 288 (Del. Ch.
/762( '{WPX`] e]j] YhhjgnYd g^ Y [gjhgjYl] Y[lagf* YZk]fl Yfq Ydd]_Ylagf g^ hYjla[mdYjar]\
facts supporting a breach of fiduciary duty or other indications of bias, will not disqualify
the director from subsequently considering a pre-suit demand to rectify the challenged
ljYfkY[lagf,|(,
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might not be in the best interests of the corporation, deserves some consideration in the

Rule 23.1 analysis. One need not delve deeply into the extensive research on cognitive

bias that has developed since Aronson lg d]Yjf l`Yl {}the starting point of a decision

process has a disproportionate effect on its outcome.~| Antony Page, Unconscious Bias

and the Limits of Director Independence, 2009 U. Ill. L. Rev. 237, 260 (quoting Samuel

D. Bond et al., Information Distortion in the Evaluation of a Single Option, 102 Org.

Behav. & Hum. Decision Processes 240, 240 (2007)). Two straightforward forms of

cognitive bias play a significant role in producing this effect: commitment bias and

confirmation bias.

{Kf[] Y h]jkgf `Yk [`gk]f Y [gmjk] g^ Y[lagf* [geeale]fl ZaYk km__]klk l`Yl l`]

person will continue to act in a manner consistent with the chosen course even if later

\ak[gn]j]\ af^gjeYlagf km__]klk l`Yl gf] k`gmd\ ^gddgo Y \a^^]j]fl [gmjk],| Kristin N.

Johnson, Addressing Gaps in the Dodd-Frank Act: Directorsf Risk Management

Oversight Obligations, 45 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 55, 103 (2011) (citations omitted).

{W?Xgf^ajeYlagf ZaYk \]k[jaZ]k Y l]f\]f[q lg \akj]_Yj\ af^gjeYlagf l`Yl [gfljY\a[lk Yf

established conclusion and unconsciously gravitate to information that confirms a

hj]nagmkdq Yjla[mdYl]\ ghafagf,| Id. {Cjgmhk 'dac] ZgYj\k( Yj] hYjla[mdYjdq j]kaklYfl lg

information indicating that they may have made a bad decision . . . . This bias deepens

gn]j lae],| Donald C. Langevoort, Resetting the Corporate Thermostat: Lessons from the

Recent Financial Scandals About Self-Deception, Deceiving Others and the Design of

Internal Controls, 93 Geo. L.J. 285, 294-95 (2004). OlYl]\ _]f]jYddq* {WaX^ l`] \aj][lgj~s

starting point involves initial judgments, choices, or beliefs, several lines of research
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k`go l`Yl l`] [g_falagf ak egj] dac]dq lg Z] [gf^aje]\,| Page, supra, at 261 (quotation

marks omitted; citing Tobias Greitemeyer & Stefan Schulz-Hardt, Preference-Consistent

Evaluation of Information in the Hidden Profile Paradigm: Beyond Group-Level

Explanations for the Dominance of Shared Information in Group Decisions, 84 J.

Personality & Soc. Psychol. 322, 323 (2003)).

In this case, Roberts~ starting point for evaluating a litigation demand would not

just involve one prior decision that he had made to the effect that paying a Cohen-

affiliated entity for advisory serves was a good use of corporate funds. It would involve

eight prior decisions. It seems reasonable at the pleading stage to infer that Roberts could

have difficulty reversing this pattern and authorizing a suit. Standing alone, this factor

would not be dispositive, but it is part of the mix.

2. An Apparent Eagerness To Be Of Use

A second consideration involves the circumstances surrounding Roberts return to

the Board. Roberts left the Audit Committee in September 2013, and he retired from the

Board in January 2014. Four months later, in May 2014, Beal and Love terminated the

2013 Renewal. Two months after that, Cohen removed half of the Board. After cleaning

house, Cohen brought Roberts out of retirement and returned him to his position as a

director.

By itself, the fact that Cohen elected Roberts to the Board is not disabling. Since

Aronson, Delaware law has applied the general rule that a director~s nomination or

election by an interested party is, standing alone, insufficient to raise a reasonable doubt
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about his or her independence.44 {WEXl ak fgl ]fgm_` lg [`Yj_] l`Yl Y \aj][lgj oYk

nominated by or elected at the behest of those controlling the outcome of a corporate

election. That is the usual way a person becomes a corporate director. It is the care,

attention and sense of individual responsibility to the performance of one~s duties, not the

e]l`g\ g^ ]d][lagf* l`Yl _]f]jYddq lgm[`]k gf af\]h]f\]f[],| Aronson, 473 A.2d 805 at

816.

Although nomination or election by an interested party, standing alone, is not

dispositive, it is not necessarily irrelevant. That is particularly so where, as here, the

controller returned the director to the Board under circumstances that suggest the director

ea_`l Z] {}an easy tool, deferential, glad to be of use.~| SaddaYe P, =dd]f* Independent

Directors in MBO Transactions: Are They Fact or Fantasy, 45 Bus. Law. 2055, 2061

(1990) (quoting T.S. Eliot, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, in Collected Poems

1909-1962 (Harcourt, Brace & World 1970)). In this case, Cohen~s consulting

agreements had continued in place for over a decade, including during the entirety of

Roberts~ tenure as a director. After Roberts departed, Beal and Love terminated the 2013

Renewal. When Cohen removed them from office, he brought back the man who had

44 See Aronson, 473 A.2d at 816; Khanna v. McMinn, 2006 WL 1388744, at *15
'@]d, ?`, IYq 7* 0..4( '{Directors must be nominated and elected to the board in one
fashion or another, and to hold otherwise would unnecessarily subject the independence
of many [gjhgjYl] \aj][lgjk lg \gmZl,| (footnotes and quotation marks omitted));
Benihana of Tokyo, Inc. v. Benihana, Inc.* 67/ =,0\ /3.* /55 '@]d, ?`, 0..3( '{WLX]ghd]
fgjeYddq _]l Yhhgafl]\ lg ZgYj\k l`jgm_` h]jkgfYd [gflY[lk,|(, afffd, 906 A.2d 114 (Del.
2006); In re W. Nat. Corp. Sfholders Litig., 2000 WL 710192, at *15 (Del. Ch. May 22,
0...( '{P`] ^Y[l l`Yl a company~s executive chairman or a large shareholder played
some role in the nomination process should not, without additional evidence,
automatically foreclose a direclgj~k hgl]flaYd af\]h]f\]f[],|(.
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approved eight consulting agreements while serving on the Audit Committee. Perhaps

Roberts already had tired of retirement and was eager for a quick return to the position he

left four months before. Perhaps there are other explanations. At this stage, one

reasonable inference is that Cohen wanted to bring back a cooperative member of the

placid antebellum regime, and another is that Roberts knew his role and remained willing

to serve. Standing alone, the circumstances surrounding Roberts~ return to the Board

would not be dispositive, but they are part of the totality of allegations that weigh in the

demand analysis.45

3. Cohen_s Demonstrated Willingness To Remove Directors

A third consideration is Cohen~s demonstrated willingness to remove outside

directors who challenge his arrangements. Delaware decisions have long worried about a

controller~s potential ability to take retributive action against outside directors if they did

not support the controller~s chosen transaction and whether it could cause them to support

a deal that was not in the best interests of the company or its stockholders.46 The

45
0N) 6V ZM 0PQVI .OZQ\MKP' 6VK) AfPWTLMZ 1MZQ^) 9Q\QO), 2013 WL 2181514, at *21

(Del. Ch. May 21, 2013) (considering circumstances surrounding and timing of outside
\aj][lgj~k j]ka_fYlagf o`]f ]nYdmYlaf_ `ak YZadity to properly consider a litigation
demand); Rich v. Chong, 2013 WL 1914520, at *6, *9-10 (Del. Ch. Apr. 25, 2013)
(considering director resignations in the context of demand refusal analysis); Shandler v.
DLJ Merch. Banking, Inc., 2010 WL 2929654, at *12 (Del. Ch. July 26, 2010) (Strine,
V.C.) (drawing inference that director potentially breached his duty of loyalty and was
not entitled to exculpation where he joined after an interested transaction had been
negotiated and ratified it within five days after being seated).

46 See, e.g., Tremont II, 694 A.2d at 428 (describing the inherent coercion present
when a controlling stockholder is on the other side of a transa[lagf Yk afngdnaf_ l`] {jakc ,
. . that those who pass upon the propriety of the transaction might perceive that
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Delaware Supreme Court has confirmed that controlling stockholder status does not,

standing alone, give rise to concern. See In re Cornerstone Therapeutics Inc. Sfholder

Litig., 115 A.3d 1173, 1183 (Del. 2015). As Aronson teaches, the fact that a controller

has sufficient voting power to remove a director or effectively block the director~s re-

election is not sufficient by itself to call into question the outside directors~ independence.

Both the controller and the outside director effectively get the benefit of the doubt. The

court does not assume that the controller would take punitive action against an outside

director that acted contrary to the controller~s wishes or interests, and the court similarly

does not assume that the outside directors harbor concern about potentially losing their

directorships that would be sufficient to influence their decision making. See Aronson,

473 A.2d at 815-16.

At the same time, Delaware decisions recognize that when controllers actually

make retributive threats, that fact has legal significance.47 In this case, Cohen did more

than simply possess the voting power necessary to remove or elect directors. He wielded

disapproval may result in retaliation by the controlling share`gd\]j|(9 In re Cox
Commcfns, Inc. Sfholders Litig., 879 A.2d 604, 617-19 (Del. Ch. 2005) (Strine, V.C.)
(describing case law); In re Pure Res., Inc., Sfholders Litig., 808 A.2d 421, 436 (Del. Ch.
2002) (Strine, V.C.) (same).

47 See Lynch, 638 A.2d at 1120 (citing threat by controller to bypass a committee);
Reis v. Hazelett Strip-Casting Corp., 28 A.3d 442, 465 (Del. Ch. 2011) (citing threats
eY\] Zq [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j Yk {]na\]f[] g^ mf^Yajf]kk|(9 In re John Q. Hammons
5W\MT[ 6VK) AfPWTLMZ 9Q\QO), 2009 WL 3165613, at *12 n.38 (Del. Ch. Oct. 2, 2009)
'{WJX]al`]j kh][aYd [geeall]] YhhjgnYd fgj Y klg[c`gd\]j ngl] ogmd\ Z] ]^fective if the
[gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j ]f_Y_]\ af l`j]Ylk* [g]j[agf* gj ^jYm\,|(9 cf. Pure Res., 808 A.2d
at 445 (reviewing tender offer by controlling stockholder under lower standard of review
Yk dgf_ Yk {l`] [gfljgddaf_ klg[c`gd\]j `Yk eY\] fg j]ljaZmlan] l`j]Ylk|(,
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it to remove Beal and Love from the Board. That action conveyed more strongly than

words the type of retributive threat that Cohen was willing to carry out.

In my view, giving pleading-stage effect to a controller~s actual threats and

retributive behavior has important integrity-preserving consequences. If a controller

anticipates that threats will have legal consequences for demand futility and other

doctrines, then he should be less likely to make and carry them out. That in turn should

enable outside directors to better fulfill the meaningful role that Delaware law

contemplates.

It is reasonable at this stage to infer that Cohen~s demonstrated willingness to take

retributive action affected all of the directors, including Roberts. Combined with the other

two factors, a reasonable doubt exists as to Roberts~ ability to consider a litigation

demand.

F. Rotunda

The sixth director is Rotunda. He served as EZCORP~s CEO and as a director

from 2000 through 2010. Upon departure, he entered into a consulting agreement with

EZCORP that paid him $500,000 annually plus an incentive bonus of 50% to 100% of his

compensation and provided healthcare benefits. The compensation elements ended in

November 2013, eight months before suit was filed. EZCORP continued to pay for

Rotunda~s health benefits through October 31, 2015. EZCORP has identified Rotunda as

a non-af\]h]f\]fl \aj][lgj Z][Ymk] `] {is a former executive officer of, and consultant

lg* l`] ?gehYfq*| Yf\ ak* l`]j]^gj]* {fgl af\]h]f\]fl af Y[[gj\Yf[] oal` l`] klYf\Yj\k

k]l ^gjl` af l`] J=O@=M Haklaf_ Nmd]k,|
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Delaware decisions have declined to find that past service created a reasonable

doubt about a former executive~s independence when the individual had severed all ties

with his prior employer for a meaningfully longer period than the eight months at issue

here.48 In other settings, past relationships and payments have supported a reasonable

inf]j]f[] g^ {goaf_f]kk| km^^a[a]fl lg [j]Yl] Y j]YkgfYZd] \gmZl YZgml l`] \aj][lgj~s

ability to be impartial.49 {=dl`gm_` e]j] j][alYlagf g^ l`] ^Y[l g^ hYkl Zmkaf]kk gj h]jkgfYd

48 See Teamsters Union 25 Health Servs. & Ins. Plan v. Baiera, 119 A.3d 44, 60
'@]d, ?`, 0./3( 'fglaf_ l`Yl oal`gml Y\\alagfYd ]na\]f[]* {al ak mfj]YkgfYZd] af eq na]o
to question [director~s] presumptive independence based solely on an employment
relationship that ended in May 2011, almost three years before this action was file\|(9 In
re W. Nat. Corp. Sfholders Litig., 2000 WL 710192, at *12 (Del. Ch. May 22, 2000)
(rejecting allegation that CEO of company was not independent or disinterested for
purposes of merger with company that became a large stockholder where CEO had not
worked for large stockholder for more than four years, was compensated by his own
company, and had a significantly larger equity stake in his own company); see also
Parnes v. Bally Entmft Corp., 1997 WL 257435, at *2 (Del. Ch. May 12, 1997) (finding
that two directors~ former employment with the company, in addition to income derived
from pension and directors~ fees, was insufficient to overcome presumption of
independence).

49 See Tremont II, 694 A.2d at 430 (crediting that director was beholden to
interested party because of prior one-year consultancy during which he received $10,000
per month and more than $325,000 in bonuses); Emerald Pfrs v. Berlin, 2003 WL
21003437, at *3 (Del. Ch. Apr. 28, 2003) (holding in post-trial opinion that director who
had been an employee of controller for more than ten years was not disinterested and
independent in decision to evaluate controller~s proposed merger), afffd, 840 A.2d 641
(Del. 2003); In re Primedia Inc. Deriv. Litig., 910 A.2d 248, 261 n. 45 (Del. Ch. 2006)
(holding on motion to dismiss that dij][lgjk o`g `Y\ {kmZklYflaYd hYkl gj [mjj]fl
j]dYlagfk`ahk* Zgl` g^ Y Zmkaf]kk Yf\ g^ Y h]jkgfYd fYlmj]* oal` WY [gfljgdd]jX| o]j] fgl
independent); In re Freeport-McMoran Sulphur, Inc. Sfholder Litig., 2005 WL 1653923,
Yl )/0 '@]d, ?`, Fmf] 1.* 0..3( '{HYtiolais had worked for the Common Directors for
almost twenty years and had become a wealthy individual in their employ. To argue that
Latiolais was independent of the Common Directors because he formally severed ties
with some Freeport entities does not take into account the nature and extent of his
overwhelming, career-long involvement with Freeport entities, including the entire span
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relationships will not make the Court automatically question the independence of a

challenged director, it may be possible to plead additional facts concerning the length,

nature or extent of those previous relationships that would put in issue that director~s

ability to obje[lan]dq [gfka\]j l`] [`Ydd]f_]\ ljYfkY[lagf,| Orman v. Cullman, 794 A.2d

5, 27 n.55 (Del. Ch. 2002).

In this case, Rotunda~s past ties combines with Cohen retributive behavior and his

lack of independence for purposes of NASDAQ listing standards. Taken together, these

factors raise a reasonable doubt as to his ability to consider a litigation demand

impartially.

of MOXY~s life. Delaware law recognizes that such extensive ties can operate as an
exception to the general rule that past relationships do nol [Ydd aflg im]klagf Y \aj][lgj~s
af\]h]f\]f[],|(; In re The Limited, Inc., 2002 WL 537692, at *7 (Del. Ch. Mar. 27,
0..0( '{Kf] eYq ^]]d }beholden~ to someone for past acts as well. It may reasonably be
inferred that Mr. Wexner~s gift of $25 million to Ohio State was, even for a school of that
size, a significant gift. While the gift was not to Gee personally, it was a positive
reflection on him and his fundraising efforts as university president to have successfully
solicited such a gift. In this context, even though there can be no }bright line~ test, a gift
of that magnitude can reasonably be considered as instilling in Gee a sense of
}owingness~ lg Ij, S]pf]j,|(; In re Ply Gem Indus., Inc. Sfholders Litig., 2001 WL
1192206, at *1 (Del. Ch. Sept. 28, 2001) (recognizing that {hYkl Z]f]^alk [gf^]jj]\ Zq
[the allegedly dominating director], or conferred as the result of [that director~s] position
with Ply Gem, may establish an obligation or debt (a sense of }goaf_f]kk~ upon which a
reasonable doubt as to a director~k dgqYdlq lg Y [gjhgjYlagf eYq Z] hj]eak]\|(9 In re New
Valley Corp., 2001 WL 50212, at *8 (Del. Ch. Jan. 11, 2001) (observing when
considering allegations of interest and lack of independence that {WlX`] ^Y[lk Ydd]_]\ af
the complaint show that all the members of the current Board have current or past
business, personal, and employment relationships with each other and the entities
afngdn]\|(; Intfl Equity Capital Growth Fund, L.P. v. Clegg, 1997 WL 208955, at *6y9
(Del. Ch. Apr. 22, 1997) (Allen, C.) (holding on a motion to dismiss that directors were
not independent based on history of dealing and overlapping governance relationships).
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IV. CONCLUSION

Count IV of the Complaint is dismissed for failure to state a claim on which relief

can be granted. Count III is dismissed as to Cohen on the same basis. Otherwise, the

motions to dismiss are denied.


